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Abstract

Preservice teachers are underprepared to address the needs of racially, 

linguistically, and culturally diverse students in their daily practice. They also report 

difficulty in countering White bias as it appears in daily teaching. As a result of this lack 

of preparation, many teachers do not have the capacity to challenge systemic inequities 

and institutional barriers once they become credentialed new teachers in classrooms. 

Many researchers have called for teacher education programs to focus on developing 

critical consciousness and teaching for social justice to disrupt this phenomenon. What 

is less chronicled is whether and how  teacher educators, specifically field supervisors, 

are prepared to investigate issues of inequity with preservice teachers. In this qualitative, 

participatory action research (PAR) study, I collaborate with a lead field supervisor 

to examine how field supervisors are and can be supported in the work of developing 

critical consciousness among preservice teachers. Two research questions drive this 

study: 1) How does a teacher education program support field supervisors in engaging 

in critical consciousness work with preservice teachers within their student teaching 

placement? 2) How does field supervisors’ capacity for critical consciousness impact 

their work with preservice teachers? This study will utilize a theoretical framework 

informed by a multidimensional theory of racism in education, enabling me to attend to 

the sociopolitical factors that undergird the teacher education program setting. This PAR 

study will include narrative inquiry as a method and will utilize narrative discussion, a 

series of unstructured, open-ended interviews, as the primary method of data collection.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Neoconservative demands on public schooling have produced calls for “national 

unity,” a rallying cry for Whiteness, in response to the “Browning” of American schools 

or the rise of Black and Brown students in PK-12 public schools (King, 2004, p. 133). 

These calls to action problematize and criminalize the very presence of Black and 

Brown students through policies and practices that rely on the adultification of Black 

and Brown youth, the racial innocence of White educators, and the continual obfuscation 

of the colonial underpinnings of public schooling (Ferguson, 2010; Leonardo, 2004). 

The market-based counterpart to neoconservatism, neoliberalism, exacerbates racism in 

education through colorblind reform efforts that pin longstanding inequities in education 

on sociocultural or racial deficits among Black and Brown students and their families 

and communities. Working together, these forces of White supremacy undergirding 

public schooling—neoconservatism and neoliberalism—protect a stratified educational 

system (Apple, 2011; Sleeter, 2008; Valencia, 2010) that is complicit in the protection of 

Whiteness (Leonardo, 2004). At its center are the teachers and the educators who prepare 

them, and both groups have an important role in perpetuating, or disrupting, that system.

Problem Statement

Prospective teachers must challenge the presence of White supremacy in their 

school settings if they aim to disrupt systemic oppression, human suffering, and inequity 
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in their daily teaching (Kincheloe, 2004). Teacher demographics have not shifted 

correspondingly with the demographics of the student population, and teachers remain 

overwhelmingly White (U.S. Dept. of Education, 2016). This means a largely White, 

female, monolingual preservice teacher population must develop their own capacity to 

work through complexity and difference in the classroom. Relatedly, there is a need to 

support teachers of color in identifying the impact of Whiteness on their own learning 

to disrupt the ideological influences of neoconservatism. If preservice teachers—all 

of them—do not utilize and affirm students’ indigenous knowledge and sociocultural 

and linguistic backgrounds in daily classroom design and learning, while also locating 

systemic forms of inequity within their own teaching, they will contribute to the 

perpetuation and deepening of the chronic inequities underlying public education (Paris 

& Alim, 2014).

Unfortunately, preservice teachers who are enrolled in teacher education programs 

report that they are underprepared not only to meet the needs of racially, linguistically, 

and culturally diverse students in day-to-day teaching (Cochran-Smith, Davis, & Fries, 

2004; Hollins & Guzman, 2005; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Sleeter, 2001), but also to 

counter White bias in schooling that appears in the form of discourses, policies, and 

practices (Leonardo, 2009; Sleeter, 2008). Therefore, there is a need to spotlight how 

faculty in teacher education, and particularly field supervisors, mentor and prepare 

preservice teachers to challenge Whiteness in education and develop the skills to build 

a more critical pedagogy. Because field supervisors observe and evaluate preservice 

teachers at the intersection of the classroom and the university context (the field teaching 

placement space), there is a need to study how their preparation impacts preservice 

teacher education.

Such a study requires examining how field supervisors develop the stance and 

capacity to challenge the Whiteness underlying preservice teachers’ perceptions, feelings, 
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and practices and the eventual impact of inequitable teaching for students. To support 

their learning, the faculty in charge of training the field supervisors need to understand 

and document how to support field supervisors to develop critical consciousness learning 

for two groups: 1) non-majoritarian preservice teachers who have themselves been 

marginalized in schooling, and 2) majoritarian preservice teachers who leave K-12 

schooling without having challenged or developed their own racial identity as it relates 

to being the beneficiary of race privilege (Mills, 1997). Moreover, given that the majority 

of teachers are White, there is also a need to clearly define how field supervisors who 

support preservice teachers are trained to develop their own capacity as mentors to push 

through the types of White resistance preservice teacher candidates exhibit to build a 

more critical orientation to teaching and learning (Sleeter, 2016).

Background

Currently, 82% of teachers in the U.S. are White, while students of color are 

expected to make up 56% of the public school population by 2024 (Hussar & Bailey, 

2014). Therefore, the call to action for preservice teachers to develop their critical 

consciousness around racial identity and the effects of institutionalized oppression, 

namely racism, is often presented as a demographic imperative or divide (Banks et 

al., 2005; Howard, 1999). For example, Gay and Howard (2000) argue that preservice 

teacher programs need to be more intentional about preparing White students to teach 

ethnically diverse students of color due to the increasing racial, cultural, and linguistic 

mismatch between teachers and students. While they mention the need for all teachers, 

regardless of race, to confront resistance in addressing race and racism, these researchers 

frame the primary driver for developing a two-part professional development system 

around a demographic gap or mismatch between teachers and their students.
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Yet, according to the literature, the demand for change in teacher education is 

needed not just to help White teachers work with students of color. Zeichner (2009), for 

example, posits that the challenge of preparing educators to teach towards social justice 

is central to the education of all teachers, since the struggle for consciousness about 

systemic inequities in education and the social reproduction of these inequities transcends 

the color line (Du Bois, 2007/1903). Similarly, Banks (1998) advises that the goal of 

teacher education for preservice teachers and the students they will serve should be

to help all students, including White mainstream students, to develop the 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes they will need to survive and function effectively 

in a future U.S. society in which one out of every three people will be a person of 

color. (p. 23)

With this more refined imperative, the problem of developing critical consciousness can 

be framed as one that all teacher education programs across the country must address, 

regardless of their demographic composition.

While much of the extant literature has positioned the demographic imperative 

as an urban issue (e.g., Erskine-Cullen & Sinclair, 1996), the landscape of teachers on a 

national level reveals that the demographic divide between teachers and students is not 

just an urban phenomenon. Rather, it is a trend across most states, counties, and districts, 

with about 84% of public school teachers being White and female in 2011 (Feistritzer, 

Griffin, & Linnajarvi, 2011). Therefore, across the nation and not only in urban areas, 

teacher preparation is happening largely in a context of Whiteness and feminization.

While student demographics vary across regions, racial disparities in achievement 

due to inequities in educational access are also not confined to urban areas. According to 

data from the 2013 National Assessment for Educational Progress (NAEP), the average 

12th grade Black student placed only in the 19th percentile in math. In reading, the average 
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12th grade Black student scored at just the 22nd percentile (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 2013). Thus, many local education agencies, counties, and states—not just 

those in urban areas—have underserved groups. This nationwide data reveals that all 

schools are grappling with how to repair public schooling and address the ever-increasing 

debt owed to students (Ladson-Billings, 2006).

Glossing over the pervasiveness of miseducation for Black and Brown low-

income students outside of cities also promotes an ahistorical perspective. For example, 

framing this issue as solely an urban one erases the legacy of “sundown towns” (Loewen, 

2005), the rural/suburban towns that physically forced Black and Brown people to 

vacate the town by sundown when their labor was no longer required to serve the White 

community. Thus, locating the issue in the “urban” obfuscates the historical tensions 

underlying what appears as a cultural mismatch between teachers and students. It 

also over-problematizes areas in which there are highly visible populations of Black 

and Brown students living in poverty. While Black and Brown students may not be 

the majority status in some suburban and rural areas, the issue of the opportunity 

gap, as evidenced by lower academic achievement, remains there as well (Lewis & 

Diamond, 2015).

A critical component to remedying the opportunity and achievement gaps for 

students is to guarantee that students in historically underserved communities 

everywhere have equitable access to high-quality teachers who believe in them, 

are committed to working with them, are convinced that they bring cultural and 

linguistic resources on which academic learning and democratic participation can 

be built, and know how to facilitate that learning. (Sleeter, 2008, p. 1948-1949)

However, it is important to note that reform efforts centered on bridging learning 

across cultural differences can lead to superficial learning about the cultural styles and 
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differences of minoritized groups. Often this type of investigation into other people’s 

cultures by White students happens under the driver of making status quo, majoritarian 

agenda-driven learning more responsive, accessible, or palatable.

Therefore, in considering teacher education curriculum design it is important 

to move beyond the demographic imperative rationale and the identity perception gap 

between White teachers and students of color (Toshalis, 2010). Such a shift requires 

an understanding of what teacher education for change looks like and a recognition of 

the depth of effort necessary to elevate indigenous ways of knowing through a more 

culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim, 2014). It demands an introspective analysis 

of the deficit thinking and equity traps present in current teacher education programs, 

regardless of location and candidate profile.

This type of shift also requires an examination of teacher education faculty’s 

ability to disrupt “dysconsciousness,” or a lack of criticality, what King (1991) terms an 

“uncritical habit of mind (including perceptions, attitudes, assumptions, and beliefs) that 

justifies inequity and exploitation by accepting [the status quo]” (p. 135). Dysconscious 

racism reinforces Whiteness by legitimizing and accepting White norms and privileges. 

Thus, disrupting teacher candidate dysconsciousness must be a central part of a critically-

oriented teacher education practice.

Faculty in teacher education programs and field supervisors, must provide 

preservice teachers with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to rethink and 

reframe teaching and learning for underserved students, while also developing future 

teachers’ capacity to challenge longstanding educational inequities that wrap around 

the classroom (Villegas, 2007). These sets of circumstances create a dual demand for 

teacher preparation, meaning that there are two arenas to which teacher educators must 

attend when designing teacher preparation: one on at the level of the individual, and one 

at the systems level. In the first arena, educators should foster prejudice reduction to 
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help teachers connect to students who have been othered and to promote the unlearning 

of Whiteness among all students in the system (Sleeter, 2016). In the second arena, 

educators must also cultivate collective action on the part of preservice teachers to 

identify, challenge, and interrupt structural conditions and systems reproduced by all 

participants in schools (Picower, 2009).

To attend to this dual imperative, teacher educators may lean on frameworks such 

as culturally responsive teaching and management (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Weinstein, 

Curran, & Tomlinson-Clarke, 2003); multicultural education (Gay & Howard, 2000; 

Sleeter, 2001); and social justice education (Zeichner, 2009) to cultivate awareness and 

action. Notably, however, to teach effectively with these approaches requires a high 

level of sociocultural consciousness (Villegas & Lucas, 2002) of positionality, privilege, 

and the way factors such as race/ethnicity, social class, and language impact the ways 

individuals interpret the world and approach teaching and learning (Banks et al., 2005).

This kind of sociocultural consciousness stems from examining the 

intersectionality between complex systems of oppression and privilege for the purpose 

of effecting social change. Teaching focused on such an examination can be described 

as critical pedagogy (Chubbuck, 2010; McLaren & Kincheloe, 2007). The central 

goal of critical pedagogy is to foster the skills and knowledge required to critically 

analyze and understand individual and societal inequities in education. Freire (1970) 

defined the acquisition of this kind understanding as “critical consciousness” or the 

“learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions and to take action 

against the oppressive elements of reality” (p. 17). Critical pedagogy that works to 

build critical consciousness exposes internalized majoritarian ideologies of Whiteness 

(meritocracy, individualism, competitiveness) and positions future teachers to develop the 

“political clarity” and “ideological clarity” to denormalize the entrenched inequity that 

disproportionality affects students of color (Bartolome, 2004, p. 98).
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Defining Critical Consciousness Curriculum

Social justice education (SJE) approaches and the need to develop critically 

conscious teachers occur under a variety of nomenclature, the most common being 

multicultural education. Culturally responsive pedagogy (Villegas & Lucas, 2002) 

comes in a close second and is often seen as a component of multicultural education. 

A multitude of scholars, including Nieto (2004), Grant and Sleeter (2006), and Banks 

(2004a, 2004b), among others, have described multicultural education as a framework 

for social justice. Frameworks for multicultural education have been defined by their 

purposes and outcomes for preservice teachers. Thus, approaches to building the 

foundation for critical consciousness and collective action need to be analyzed carefully, 

since not all multicultural approaches are concerned with dismantling oppressions. As 

will be outlined below, there is wide variance in the degree to which each approach 

attends to critical pedagogy (Jenks, Lee, & Kanpol, 2001).

McLaren’s (1995) three theories on multicultural education, as described by Jenks 

et al. (2001), are useful in understanding the spectrum and the degree to which teacher 

education is unsettling the dysconsciousness (King, 2004) currently produced in schools 

and, instead, producing critical consciousness. They also describe the stages towards 

critical consciousness a preservice teacher might experience. The three theories include 

conservative multiculturalism, liberal multiculturalism, and critical multiculturalism.

The first theory, conservative multiculturalism, is marked by the belief that 

society can easily be made egalitarian if resources are distributed evenly. A standardized 

curriculum promotes assimilation as a pathway to cultural accord and prosperity. In this 

manner, the curriculum serves not only to preserve American culture, but also to prepare 

the nation’s next workforce.
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Seen as more progressive, the second theory, liberal multiculturalism, promotes 

tolerance, understanding, and acceptance of diversity and cultural pluralism as pathways 

toward equity. In this model, the day-to-day activities and functions of schooling can 

lead to equity if nods (in the form of policies and laws) are made to greater inclusion 

of minoritized groups. In sharp contrast to the first two, the third theory, critical 

multiculturalism, requires a cogent analysis of the sociopolitical power structures 

surrounding and undergirding schooling in order to move towards equity for minoritized 

groups. The aim of this study is to identify how field supervisors can support the adoption 

of critical multiculturalism, as an indicator of critical consciousness development, among 

preservice teachers.

The Critical Role of Teacher Education Faculty

Field supervisors must engage in critical pedagogy and develop critical 

consciousness among preservice teachers to help cultivate the ability to identify and 

upset the Whiteness that undergirds schools and classroom interactions. It is essential to 

note that teacher education remains “grossly under-theorized where race is concerned” 

(Milner & Howard, 2013, p. 536). The challenge, then, becomes how field supervisors 

(and the other teacher education faculty who support them) develop this consciousness 

among a teacher candidate group that, nationally, is largely comprised of “middle-class, 

monolingual, White females who have had little sustained and substantive interactions 

with people of color” (Gay & Kirkland, 2003, p. 182). Related to this requirement around 

teaching for critical consciousness, Tatum (2003) posited, “there is a lot of silence about 

race in White communities, and as a consequence Whites tend to think of racial identity 

as something that other people have, not something that is salient for them” (p. 128). As 

a result, the work of building critical consciousness is necessarily upsetting to and can 
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engender resistance from both preservice teachers and teacher education faculty, who are 

also mostly White and middle class (Milner & Howard, 2013).

Purpose Statement

This qualitative research study examined the factors required for teacher 

education faculty to promote critical consciousness development among preservice 

teachers. The study focused on the interface between a lead field supervisor in a public 

university teacher education program and a group of field supervisors charged with 

supervising preservice teachers in the field placement (student teaching) and university 

(supervised teaching seminar course) settings. This public university, in an effort to 

provide political and ideological clarity to its teacher candidates, has a clear teacher 

program identity statement focused on building “an awareness that demands that each 

moment of teaching is intentionally approached as political, ethical, and moral.” The 

program further aims to lead preservice teachers on a “continuous journey of naming 

and interrupting systems of oppression, including White supremacy, settler colonialism, 

patriarchy, and heteronormativity, and centering the knowledges, values, and experiences 

of marginalized communities” (BE3 Program, 2019).

As preservice teachers learn about teaching for change to disrupt Whiteness, 

these concepts are expected to come to fruition (or not) in the context of the student 

teaching placement. The field supervisor observes and evaluates preservice teachers at the 

intersection of the classroom and the university context, in the field teaching placement 

space. In this way, the field supervisor encompasses a vital role in preservice teacher 

development.

The purpose of this study was to explore the working dynamic between the lead 

field supervisor and a group of field supervisors to investigate the following research 
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questions: 1) How does a teacher education program support field supervisors in 

engaging in critical consciousness work with preservice teachers within their student 

teaching placement? 2) How does field supervisors’ capacity for critical consciousness 

impact their work with preservice teachers? Related to the primary research questions 

are the following sub-questions: a) How do the racialized spaces undergirding the local 

teaching placement context and the teacher education program setting influence the 

dynamics of mentorship and learning between field supervisors and preservice teachers? 

b) How do these influences support or thwart field supervisors’ capacity and efforts to 

disrupt Whiteness as it arises in their mentoring relationships?

Within these factors, practices, interactions, and dynamics, I particularly attended 

to the cultural, historical, and political factors undergirding the teacher education 

program setting. I also examined how these factors influence the dynamics of mentorship 

and learning for field supervisors and their preservice teachers with regard to critical 

consciousness development. More specifically, I focused on how a lead field supervisor 

constructs learning for fellow field supervisors within a university teacher education 

program that has specific goals regarding social justice and equity. I focused secondarily 

on how that learning translates into field supervisors’ practice.

There is limited research on the impact of differentiating field supervision 

depending on the identity development and race of preservice teachers, as this work 

is largely presented under the frame of the demographic imperative of educating 

dysconscious White teachers (King, 2004). Moreover, there is a need to understand 

how to better personalize support for field supervisors of color, who are often trained 

according to the pacing and needs of their majoritarian (White) peers. This study shed 

light on the roles and environment field supervisors must navigate as they attempt 

to foster critical consciousness in the White terrain of teacher education. Teacher 

education program faculty may benefit from the findings of this study by achieving a 
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better understanding of how to support field supervision that renders more efficacious, 

critically-conscious preservice teachers who are ready to teach for change.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature on preservice teacher education and on the work teacher education 

faculty do to raise candidates’ critical consciousness describes a variety of field-based 

efforts to expose and/or mediate Whiteness in teacher education coursework and 

fieldwork. Such efforts include rethinking teacher education curricula, challenging the 

teacher identity profile most commonly recruited and referenced in teacher education, 

and uncovering strategies that allow for critical consciousness work to take root in the 

field placement. What merits further investigation is the role of field supervisors in these 

efforts and how their development as critical teacher educators impacts preservice teacher 

learning. In order to delve into these approaches, it is important to understand the location 

and space in which this work takes place.

Related Literature

The context in which 89% of teachers in the United States are prepared is a four- 

to five-year undergraduate program located in a university (U.S. Dept. of Education, 

2015). During their undergraduate course of study, students identify a desire to earn 

a teaching credential and spend their fourth year, alongside an additional fifth year, 

completing coursework for teacher certification. In California, 50% of teacher education 

program graduates are prepared in the California State University context (CCTC, 2014).
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According to Labaree (2018), the housing of teacher education within the context 

of universities has resulted in an uneasy relationship between teacher educators and 

university administration, complicated by economic pressures. This tension arises from 

the contrast between expectations for a highly professionalized series of requirements 

from credentialing commissions and the requirements for the kind of broad-based 

course of study typically expected in the university undergraduate experience. At the 

same time, universities can utilize teacher credentialing programs as an added source of 

revenue for the university. The market demand for teachers, during the current national 

teacher shortage, wears heavily on the ability of teacher education programs housed 

within universities to expand programs or program requirements. Instead, the current 

neoliberal pressures affecting education are resulting in pathways to teaching that support 

truncating university-based teacher education or foregoing it altogether (Sleeter, 2008). 

This truncation of teacher education programs due to university fiscal pressures can result 

in a curriculum that is narrowly focused on content area knowledge (Darling-Hammond, 

2006), further limiting the opportunity to develop critical consciousness in the preservice 

teacher education space.

Defining the Curriculum

Defining the curriculum is key to the development of preservice teachers’ 

critical consciousness. From coursework to fieldwork, the curriculum utilized to prepare 

preservice teachers has received much scrutiny and critique for its historical focus on 

subject matter preparation and teaching methods without a keen lens on equity, social 

justice, and critical consciousness to decenter Whiteness (Soslau & Bell, 2018). For 

instance, Milner and Howard (2013) found that when teacher education programs 

attempt to address coursework related to race, class, gender, and discussion of difference, 

they often do so through a single model- diversity or social foundations course, while 
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maintaining that the remaining (subject-focused) courses “weave or infuse” issues of 

social construction and inequity throughout the program (p. 553). These programs often 

claim that their coursework addresses issues of inequity by embedding special projects 

that connect preservice teachers to their own identity and privilege while comparing and 

contrasting this identity to the diversity of the communities in which they work (Cochran-

Smith & Villegas, 2016).

Through careful examination of what this weaving approach actually renders, 

Gorski (2009) illustrates the fractured discourse around what constitutes social justice 

education. Gorski (2009) analyzed how multicultural education approaches appear in the 

syllabi of teacher education programs that claim social justice as a driver in their design 

and outcomes. As Gorski’s review shows, at many teacher education institutions, what 

passes for multicultural education “is not multicultural at all” (Gorski, 2008, p. 309), but 

rather a superficial attempt to address diversity.

Confirming the findings of previous research in multicultural teacher education 

(MTE), Gorski (2009) asserts that when programs do attempt MTE, the efforts rarely 

move beyond the primary stages of multicultural practice. Put simply, MTE, as described 

by the foundational scholars in this field (Banks, 1993; Grant & Sleeter, 2006; Nieto, 

1998), occurs on a continuum from beginning awareness to highly transformative 

practice. Each stage deepens the teacher’s mindset and practices, or critical consciousness 

(Jenks et al., 2001).

The progressive nature of critical multicultural teacher education allows for a 

broad array of teaching and learning to potentially be ascribed to critical consciousness 

development or social justice education (Zeichner, 2009). Gorski (2009) notes that some 

courses and teaching institutions never move beyond the first few stages of MTE in either 

their official or explicit curriculum. As a result, such programs are stuck in “celebrating 

diversity or understanding the cultural other” (p. 2). This misalignment between the 
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current practice of multicultural teacher education and the kind of rigorous and critical 

multicultural teacher education that is urgently needed undercuts efforts to reform teacher 

education.

According to Gay and Kirkland (2003), offering coursework and practicums 

on multicultural teacher education that never moves beyond the nascent stages of 

development, as described by MTE, cripples efforts to build critical consciousness among 

teachers. Teacher education programs that do not measure their graduates’ development 

of critical consciousness along a spectrum and adjust instruction based on preservice 

teacher attitudes and practices may produce superficial teacher understandings of 

inequity. A superficial grasp of multicultural education under the guise of social justice 

work threatens the vital work of multicultural teacher education (Gay & Howard, 2000). 

Teacher education that elevates critical consciousness in action must be the goal, the why 

and how, of teacher education programs and preparation efforts.

Attempting to move beyond a deficit discourse regarding White teachers’ ability 

to develop critical consciousness, McDonough’s (2009) ethnography documents a first-

year White teacher’s attempts to engage in peer to peer and peer to mentor discourse 

about race to identify and interrupt inequity. McDonough’s findings, gathered both 

through classroom observations in which she watched the teacher grapple with issues of 

race and in more structured interviews, reveal that the teacher can only move into anti-

racist teaching as much as her own training allows. McDonough found that the teacher’s 

framing and references in initiating and responding to discourse about race stemmed 

from her own fundamental miseducation in the form of “misleading messages and a 

Eurocentric curriculum” (p. 535). While McDonough identifies a non-linear trajectory 

towards the development of critical consciousness, specifically critical consciousness 

about racial inequities that emerge in the classroom, she posits that a strong anti-racist 

theoretical or practical framework can assist in moving racial identity work forward.
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There is also a benefit to identifying the specific dynamics that teacher education 

faculty, namely field supervisors, utilize to support preservice teachers in creating lifelong 

practices or habits (Chubbuck, 2010) that translate into their work once they are certified 

and beyond compulsory teacher preparation mandates. When preservice teachers do 

engage in teacher education coursework designed to develop a critical lens on inequity, 

they often struggle to parlay that work into their daily student teaching. They may 

resulting in their leaving the profession or staying only to reify longstanding inequities 

(Chubbuck, 2008; McDonough, 2009).

While the current literature defines critical consciousness, there remains a need 

to explore how teacher education can effectively support field supervisors to develop 

preservice teachers’ critical consciousness in ways that foster equitable teaching 

practices and learning shifts in the classroom. This requires teacher education efforts to 

be successful in two arenas. Teacher educator programs must 1) identify the conditions, 

pedagogical designs, and approaches to knowing and doing that can be adopted by 

teacher education faculty to unsettle Whiteness and achieve social justice goals (Sleeter, 

2016); and 2) evaluate how these efforts accelerate, delay, or halt the development of 

critical consciousness and its enactment in field placement teaching and learning among 

preservice teachers (Chubbuck, 2010).

Teacher Education Participants

The identity of teacher education participants matters when trying to disrupt 

Whiteness in education. Teacher education programs are comprised of both faculty 

and students of teaching, or preservice teachers. The faculty who have the most direct 

contact with preservice teachers are the field supervisors who oversee preservice teacher 

fieldwork in schools, also known as the student teaching placement.
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These field supervisors also mentor preservice teachers vis-à-vis teaching 

seminar courses held at the university. Extending between the university and the PK-12 

classroom, field supervisors play a vital role in ensuring cohesion and criticality between 

program goals, field placement reality, and the preservice teacher’s individual needs. To 

understand the factors surrounding critical teacher education, the conditions enveloping 

these participants demands attention.

As 83% of teacher educator faculty are White (Evans-Winters & Twyman 

Hoff, 2011), the field supervisors and those who provide training for them (lead field 

supervisors and program directors) mirror the vastly White preservice teacher population. 

The challenge of cultivating the reflective and authentic experiences that breed critical 

consciousness, then, rests in the hands and hearts of White educators. It therefore 

becomes essential to better understand how White educators approach the work of 

disrupting Whiteness. This is not to say that White people represent a static, monolithic 

set of dispositions. Rather, it is to observe the privileges, patterns, and affordances 

associated with White experience that can either delay or catalyze the work of disrupting 

White supremacy (Leonardo, 2009; Milner & Howard, 2013).

It is equally important to delve into the role of faculty of color in teacher 

education, even if their numbers are small. At teacher education institutions where there 

are faculty of color, Black faculty report they experience higher levels of alienation 

(Butner, Burley, & Marbley, 2000) and higher levels of White student resistance in 

courses that focus on critical multicultural education (Sleeter, 2008). When faculty of 

color teach the diversity course or genuinely incorporate critical MTE, they receive 

harsher feedback and reviews, risking their tenure and livelihood (Matias, 2013). Faculty 

of color who have the capacity to engage in critical consciousness-building work are 

at risk in mostly-White institutions (Matias, 2013). It is essential, then, to unpack 

how teacher educators, particularly field supervisors who interact most frequently 
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with preservice teachers, can mitigate these forces in an effort to enact critical teacher 

education at the site where theory meets praxis: the student teaching placement.

White Lady Bountiful, the White savior. To cultivate critical consciousness for 

preservice teachers, it is important to understand the profiles of those who enter teacher 

education and the reasons they do so. For example, that the population of teachers is 

mainly White women can be linked to public schools’ history of serving as sites of 

acculturation that preserve or instill American culture and solve society’s ills (Oakes, 

Lipton, Anderson, & Stilman, 2015). Teachers have long been recruited under the banner 

of teaching as public service (Veltri, 2008) or as “a calling.”

Meiners (2002) suggests that White women are positioned as colonizing and 

control agents through the call to teach, which was described as and an appeal to engage 

in moral work. To understand the powerful and everlasting identity underpinning the 

largely feminized teaching profession, it helps to identify the historical underpinnings 

of labor demand that framed teaching in this manner. Specifically, it is essential to 

understand why White women were positioned as educators in ways that made them 

critical to the survival and development of the nation and the dissemination of White 

ideologies.

The concept that teaching is a “calling” stems from the settler colonial roots 

embedded in the early school movement (Leonardo & Boas, 2013). During this era, Euro-

Americans moved westward in the United States and drove indigenous peoples from the 

land to create their own ethnic and religious national communities (Hixson, 2013). White 

female teachers, who still make up the majority of educators today, were charged with 

instilling colonial subjects with a Christian education. Feminized labor, in this manner, 

provided the colonial arm of White supremacy in early schooling, which was intended 

to save non-White children, deemed ignorant and in need of remediation, (Leonardo & 

Boas, 2013) by domesticating them into White cultural norms or re-educating them in 
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residential boarding schools (Adams, 1995). In this model, students’ of color and their 

communities were pathologized and students themselves were acculturated to Whiteness 

either by forcible removal or through the presence of a White teacher in their community.

In this vein, the benevolent White woman referent became securely fixed 

as the identity of the “teacher” in public education. Her skills, dispositions, and 

mindset are correlated with an image often referred to as the White Lady Bountiful 

(Harper & Cavanagh, 1994), which does not represent a specific person, but invokes 

instead a nurturing White woman who is called to the profession by moral duty. This 

amalgam is analogous to the well-to-do White woman, Florence Nightingale, in 

nursing. Interestingly, after serving for 150 years as the symbol for British nurses, the 

British nurses’ union voted in 1999 that Nightingale was an outdated representation 

of the profession (Meiners, 2002). Teacher education has not yet undergone a parallel 

introspection of the White, colonial, feminized roots represented by the Lady Bountiful 

symbol in teacher education (Sabbe & Aelterman, 2007).

The “Nice White Lady” archetype, referencing a White savior who can work 

with students of color, continues to be perpetuated by Hollywood’s portrayals of teachers 

(Ladson-Billings, 2009, p. 93). Along the way, “she” has become codified into the profile 

of the archetypal entrant to teacher education and the one for whom teacher education is 

designed (Jupp, Berry, & Lensmire, 2016). In this context, Sleeter (1993) warned teacher 

education over 25 years ago to “reverse policies that propose mainly White people into 

the profession,” cautioning, “Schools as they are structured currently operate in a way 

that largely reproduce the racial and social class structure” (p. 168).

As teacher education programs become implicated in reproducing these 

archetypes and prototypes of teachers through the kinds of consciousness and practices 

they value and reify, teacher education faculty become complicit in colonial statecraft 

(Leonardo & Boas, 2013). Meiners (2002) warns that the persistence of the White Lady 
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Bountiful archetype in teaching creates a climate that prohibits addressing issues of 

White supremacy and social inequity. Therefore, researching ways to unsettle the White 

savior teacher profile is essential.

The bright person myth. Teaching towards critical consciousness is 

compromised by another variable in the teacher archetype: the bright person. Teacher 

education programs and alternative credentialing programs often use a theory of 

action that may be likened to choosing the cream of the crop (Ng & Thomas, 2007). 

This methodology of using academic performance coupled with strong extracurricular 

leadership as a mechanism for selecting “the best” applicants for admission to teacher 

education programs rests on the assumption that these candidates will be able to procure 

positive results and more equitable outcomes for students where traditional teachers are 

not able to do so (Milner & Howard, 2013). The assumption is that these candidates’ 

academic prowess and the leadership skills developed at their prestigious universities 

will transfer directly to the classroom. Contradicting this assumption, Milner and Howard 

(2013) argue that those who are most committed to and invested in low-income schools 

and neighborhoods with large numbers of people of color tend to be those “who attend 

local state universities, have middle of the road grade point averages, and are products of 

those same communities that they will serve” (p. 545).

Darling-Hammond (2000) cautions against overvaluing academic success as an 

indicator for subsequent teacher effectiveness. Critiquing the assumption that teacher 

selectivity yields better teachers (Raymond, Fletcher, & Luque, 2001), Darling-Hammond 

(2000) names this malpractice the “bright person myth” (p. 171). The bright person myth 

rests on the belief that self-acquired knowledge can be taught to someone else with ease. 

However, Darling-Hammond warns that it actually takes pedagogical expertise, which 

requires professional study, to teach others.
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In fact, bright people who have learned concepts “effortlessly and almost 

subconsciously” (Darling-Hammond, 2000, p. 171) often have a hard time explaining 

that content to others. This leads to frustration on the part of the teacher, who presumes 

the process of teaching and learning will be intuitive. Over time, this disconnect between 

perceived talent and lack of success in classroom teaching often “leads to resentment 

of students for not validating the untrained teacher’s efforts” (Darling-Hammond, 

2000, p. 171).

Being “untrained” in this context refers to a lack of formal preparation in the key 

areas recognized as central to quality teacher education: coursework on content area, 

pedagogy, and instructional methods (Grossman, 2009); knowledge of how to work 

with diverse students; and strategies for disrupting social inequity (Hollins & Guzman, 

2005). Darling-Hammond (2000) posits that “the capacity to understand another is 

not innate; it is developed through study, reflection, guided experience, and inquiry” 

(p.171). It is important to uncover how the bright person myth impedes learning for 

critical consciousness, which is not innate and requires deep reflection. Relatedly, it is 

vital to investigate how the profile of the bright person informs the ways in which field 

supervisors approach their work with preservice teachers.

Field Supervisors and Instructors

Field supervisor feedback and criticality matter in the main venues in which 

preservice teachers learn. Field supervisors are positioned to help strengthen their 

preservice teachers’ development of critical consciousness through their feedback 

and the mentoring relationship that exist in the student teaching placement via the 

lesson preparation, observation, and debrief cycle common in teacher preparation field 

coursework, as well as via experiential learning and online feedback formats.
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Lesson observation debrief events. Field supervisors observe and evaluate 

preservice teachers’ teaching within the context of the field placement. The primary 

feedback about teaching comes in the form of lesson observations and post-observation 

feedback sessions. To better understand how the racial literacy of field supervisors 

(sometimes called field instructors) impacts preservice teacher identity development, 

Soslau and Bell (2018) conducted a self-study of their post-lesson debriefs as White 

field instructors. Through analyzing post-lesson observation debriefing conferences with 

their preservice teachers, Soslau and Bell (2018) found that their preservice teachers 

were surprised when race-based events were brought up, despite working with their field 

instructors in a teacher preparation program that was three plus years long.

When Soslau and Bell (2018) asked their preservice teachers to unpack the 

racialized contexts around teaching vignettes lifted from the lesson observations, the 

preservice teachers engaged in forms of White resistance that have been well documented 

in Whiteness studies. These include silence (Haviland, 2008) and claiming race neutrality 

or innocence (Picower, 2009). The field instructors noted that their own silence, in the 

form of evasion of critical discussions about White supremacy and racism in education, 

served to secure the status quo, or White educational discourse, that underlies teacher 

education (Sleeter, 2008).

Experiential learning projects. Experiential learning, or projects that take place 

outside the university-based classroom and the student teaching classroom, have been 

used in teacher education to cultivate preservice teachers’ connections with communities, 

often communities of color with whom preservice teachers have little authentic 

relationship. As an illustration, Chang, Anagnostopoulos, and Omae (2011) surveyed over 

200 preservice teachers engaged in Multicultural Service Learning (MLS), or what is 

commonly referred to as “experiential learning” in teacher education. From community-

based service learning to home visits to community mapping, these projects seek to 
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develop both practical teaching skills and cultural awareness. Typically, preservice 

teachers are placed in a context in which they work cooperatively with K-12 students, 

their families, and their communities, which helps the preservice teacher to “perceive the 

students, families and community members not only as learners, but also as teachers” 

(Chang et al., 2011, p. 1079).

However, some scholars have cautioned that when experiential learning is not 

well integrated into the formal coursework and guided by the field instructor, its effects 

can actually be negative (Ladson-Billings, 2001). In her work documenting novice 

teachers, Ladson-Billings found that experiential learning without strong guidelines can 

reinforce preservice teachers’ negative stereotypes of non-dominant students and their 

families. Barnes’ (2017) self-study of an experiential learning assignment, a community 

project, yielded similar findings. Preservice teachers who lacked a space to unpack what 

they observed reproduced stereotypes and deficit-based perspectives about the very 

community they were meant to learn from and support. Barnes concludes that she should 

have shared with the preservice teachers how she reflexively learns from her teaching 

and challenges Whiteness, so they could have drawn upon those skills and dispositions in 

their own work.

With careful framing from a field instructor who challenges misconceptions and 

provides a source of critical dialogue (through journals, debrief sessions, discussions, 

and even informal conversations), experiential learning like MLS can lead to greater 

understanding of the social inequities some students and families face (Chang et al., 

2011). However, this finding did not correlate with White preservice teachers’ willingness 

to work in marginalized communities, nor did it necessarily increase their connection 

with students. It is important to note that preservice teachers of color engaged in MLS 

work were more likely, than their peers who did not engage in MLS work, to take an 

activist role in the community (Chang et al., 2011). That is, when they noticed inequities 
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in education or the community, participants of color in MLS work were apt to engage 

in collective action. In short, MLS is a not a monolithic experience, but rather one that 

is mediated through field supervisor expertise and mentoring (Barnes, 2017; Chang et 

al., 2011).

Using video for self-reflection. In addition to offering practicums in the 

university and field placement classroom and providing experiences in the community, 

teacher education programs also employ a third method that enables preservice teachers 

to engage in inquiry and self-reflection: video. Sydnor’s (2016) qualitative study outlines 

how preservice teachers use video to engage in dialogue with field supervisors. Through 

this format, the field supervisor can gain a window into preservice teacher identity while 

also building their own capacity for critical pedagogy. Building on Schön’s definitions 

of two types of reflection—reflection on action (reflecting after any teaching moment) 

and reflection in action (identifying an issue and problem solving in the moment)— 

Sydnor (2016) notes how difficult reflection in action can be for preservice and beginning 

teachers who have little experience upon which they can draw.

Sydnor (2016) also uses a third form of reflection, posited by Farrel (2007), called 

reflection for action, which is reflection for the sake of future instruction and preparation. 

This kind of reflection occurs within the dialogic viewing of video by the preservice 

teacher with the field supervisor, in which both participants view and comment on the 

video. Citing Tripp and Rich’s (2012) review of literature on self-analysis of teaching 

through video, Sydnor (2016) found that video reflection is enhanced when it is a social 

practice. Moreover, Sydnor noted that the preservice teachers often valued and adhered to 

the feedback of others (their field supervisors) more than their self-assessment findings.

Most significantly, this format of dialogic video viewing created a new pathway 

and common milestones that both participants could reference during live observations 

in the field. Sydnor’s (2016) findings reveal that the video dialogic exercises not only 
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encouraged reflection on action but also fostered reflection for action, helping to 

build their repertoire of teaching experiences. Further, Danielowich and McCarthy’s 

(2013) analysis of how field supervisors’ pedagogy was shaped by using video with 

their preservice teachers demonstrates that the learning that occurs via video analysis 

is bidirectional. Field supervisors not only were better able to see the impact of their 

pedagogy in the classroom, but also reported that the video helped them build future 

teaching and messaging for their preservice teachers that was on point (Danielowich & 

McCarthy, 2013).

In sum, both preservice teachers and field supervisors constructed new 

understandings from the activity. An investigation into how this practice of dialogic 

and individual video analysis can better inform teaching and learning about critical 

consciousness for teacher educators is therefore warranted. There is vast potential for 

dialogic viewing to create a space in which field supervisors can support preservice 

teachers to reflect on teaching practices and to notice the presence and potential 

disruption of Whiteness in action and in the discourse underlying daily teaching.

These collective findings reaffirm that teacher educator practices and ideologies, 

alongside preservice teacher identity, impacts how preservice teachers engage in learning 

how to teach, particularly when highlighting the role of race and racism in daily teaching. 

To disrupt the reproduction of Whiteness, researchers in this field have called for teacher 

educators, namely field supervisors, to engage first in their own critical consciousness 

work and unlearning of the forms of White resistance so well documented among White 

preservice teachers. However, there is a lack of empirical research that illuminates how 

field supervisors can develop their own capacity for critical consciousness and critical 

pedagogy. It is necessary, then, to better understand this process and the supports needed 

to help them do so.
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Conceptual Framework

Preservice teacher education occurs within a complex system of social, cultural, 

and historical influences that support Whiteness. Several tools are needed for a study 

that aims to identify and explore the web of intricate influences that shape how field 

supervisors are supported in developing preservice teachers’ critical consciousness. 

First, I will need to establish a working definition of teacher education for critical 

consciousness and social justice. Second, I will need a framework to understand the 

varied ways in which teacher education programs operationalize the work of building 

critical consciousness.

Currently, teacher preparation programs use multiple strategies to achieve this 

goal, including restructuring teacher education coursework or program design, adding 

multicultural education coursework, providing more field-based training, and embedding 

special projects to connect preservice teachers to their own identity and privilege while 

comparing and contrasting these to the diversity of the communities in which they work 

(Cochran-Smith & Villegas, 2016). These methods for developing critical consciousness 

in teacher preparation programs must be understood within the context of how social 

justice is defined and measured, and in light of impact of political agendas at large on 

teacher education. To this end, I will draw on the framework of Multicultural Teacher 

Education. To identify the role and effects of racism as it intersects with other social 

inequities in teacher education, I will utilize the Multidimensional Theory of Racism in 

Education (Leonardo, 2013).

Multicultural Teacher Education (MTE) for Critical Consciousness

According to Gorski (2008), the most commonly used typology for classifying 

multicultural education in the teacher education literature was developed by Grant and 
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Sleeter (2006). This theory frames teaching for multicultural education in terms of five 

stages: 1) teaching the exceptional and culturally different, 2) human relations, 3) single-

group studies, 4) multicultural education, and 5) education that is multicultural and social 

reconstructionist.

The first approach, teaching the exceptional and culturally different, involves 

building preservice teachers’ awareness of how the students and community they serve 

are unique and learning to assist students in accessing school success. This approach 

is fundamentally linked to the purpose of schooling that Oakes, Lipton, Anderson and 

Stilman (2015) describe as preserving American culture, and what Labaree (1997) calls 

ensuring democratic equality. It is therefore assimilationist in nature (Gorski, 2008).

At its core, this approach is about Whitewashing students into American culture 

under the guise of “access.” Teachers operating under this approach see their students 

as both exceptionally different from the mythical norm (Lorde, 1984) and deficient (that 

is, without culture). Non-majoritarian students’ home cultures and languages are seen 

as strange and debilitating, since all valued behavior and achievement corresponds to 

Whiteness (Sleeter, 2016). It is troublesome to put this approach on the continuum of 

multicultural education because it can further power the odious mechanism of “othering” 

(Fanon, 2008). This approach corresponds to Jenks and colleagues’ (2001) description of 

classic conservative multiculturalism, as discussed in the previous chapter.

The second approach in Grant and Sleeter’s (2006) stage theory model of 

multicultural education is human relations. The goal of this approach is to “improve 

feelings and communication in the classroom and in the school as a whole” (p. 57), 

thereby increasing interpersonal harmony. The methods of enhancing human relations 

rely on the teacher to provide information that helps one group understand another.

While it may sound positive on the surface, undergirding this approach is 

the belief that dominant groups can achieve interpersonal harmony with minoritized 
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groups by learning about the customs, routines and norms about “other groups.” This 

informational exchange is often decontextualized, static, and in the interest of the 

dominant group. In their effort to codify the norms of the “other,” the dominant group is 

capable of further entrenching stereotypes and deficit thinking (Gorski, 2011; Gutiérrez & 

Rogoff, 2003).

Without counter stories from minoritized groups and an analysis of interest 

convergence to identify who benefits most from this need for “harmony,” this approach 

can obscure unjust motives. In an effort to bring all students into a post-racial space 

(Leonardo, 2013) through various discussion and communication protocols, teachers 

may instead reify the presence and permanence of racism by failing to address the larger 

structures of inequity at play. For these reasons, Jenks et al. (2001) classify this approach 

as liberal multiculturalism.

The third approach in Grant and Sleeter’s (2006) stage theory is single-group 

studies, in which people focused on improving social conditions for a particular group 

examine the culture or identity of that group. While this stage appears to surpass 

the two previous approaches by calling on teachers to move beyond surface-level 

stereotypes to understand the oppression experienced by a specific population, it does 

not examine oppression as a systemic force in society. Therefore, this third approach still 

perpetuates the “othering” of minoritized groups that was endemic to the first stage and to 

conservative multiculturalism in general (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003). As an approach to 

multicultural education, single-group studies are limiting because the learning or process 

of learning is not necessarily translated to other groups of people or used to understand 

the interconnectedness of the oppression cycle between minoritized groups (Gorski, 

2009). Jenks et al. (2001) also label this approach as liberal multiculturalism.

The fourth approach marks the beginning of the arena of multicultural education 

and also encompasses the initial ideals of social justice education. Teachers using this 
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approach call out the dynamics of power and privilege to expose the hidden hegemonic 

forces at play in schooling and society. Teaching about injustices is authentic, not surface-

level or seasonal, and is aimed at attaining educational equity for all students. Jenks et al. 

(2001) characterize this approach as liberal multiculturalism if it does not include work 

to actively center minoritized funds of knowledge and use new understanding. If it does 

include a more critical stance towards core curriculum and a deeper approach to inquiry, 

however, it could fall under the beginnings of critical multiculturalism.

The final approach in this stage theory towards multicultural education includes 

education that is multicultural and social reconstructionist. While the previous approach 

encompasses the ideals of social justice education, only this fifth approach has the 

potential to enact the principles of social justice education in a manner that will render 

transformative change for students (Grant & Sleeter, 2006). In this approach, students 

are taught to envision and construct a more just world, void of oppression and injustice. 

Learning how to critically read the world is personalized, as students take inventory of 

their own reality and cultivate the skill set and mindset to take social action. Teachers 

are called to ask deeper questions and understand their work vis-à-vis the sociopolitical 

context surrounding schooling. Through this process a “critical consciousness” (Freire, 

1970), or the “learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions and to 

take action against the oppressive elements of reality” (p. 17), is developed, nurtured, and 

maintained for both student and teacher.

Unfortunately, even in this approach, there is still no political call to action to 

actively overturn or transgress traditional forms of education that reinforce the status quo 

(Gorski, 2009). In this stage, teachers and students may call out the racial contract (Mills, 

1997), the tacit agreement among White people to support White supremacy. But teacher 

and student are not asked to move towards active participation (or protest) in designing a 

more just local reality.
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Transgressing dominant systems of thinking and moving towards a reimagined 

landscape are actions that embody quality social justice education as a discourse for 

liberation. However, this final stage of the theory remains silent in this regard. Jenks et 

al. (2001) would categorize this approach as part of critical multiculturalism, although 

importantly, measures to ensure social action are required for true “critical” pedagogy 

(Freire, 1970) and societal transformation, so this approach still falls short. Nevertheless, 

understanding this stage theory is critical to redesigning teacher education coursework 

or operationalizing any critical consciousness development program (Gorski, 2009). 

Transforming the ways preservice teachers are prepared must be undertaken with a keen 

awareness of the degree to which events or experiences lead to critical consciousness 

development for teachers, the enactment of critical pedagogy, and positive outcomes 

for students.

In sum, the five stages of Grant and Sleeter’s (2006) Multicultural Education 

framework—(1) teaching the exceptional and culturally different, 2) human relations, 3) 

single-group studies, 4) multicultural education, and 5) education that is multicultural 

and social reconstructionist—can be condensed into three stages, as defined by Jenks et 

al. (2001): 1) conservative multiculturalism, 2) liberal multiculturalism, and 3) critical 

multiculturalism. This more precise three-stage theory provides practical guidelines to 

demarcate weak to strong practices in education for critical consciousness observed in 

this study. I will utilize this seriation along with the markers outlined above to note the 

influences that support or hinder field supervisors’ work with preservice teachers, moving 

them from liberalism to prejudice reduction to collective action.

Multidimensional Theory of Racism in Education (MTRE)

To better understand the complex role of racism and the ways Whiteness operates 

in teacher education, public schools, and classrooms in the field, I will use Leonardo’s 
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(2013) Multidimensional Theory of Racism in Education (MTRE), which weaves 

together multiple theories to create an intersectional race framework. Teacher education 

still lacks rigorous theorization regarding race and Whiteness (Milner & Howard, 2013). 

Therefore, this integrative perspective will help me investigate how racism intersects with 

teacher education.

MTRE includes four theories: critical race theory (CRT), cultural studies, 

Marxism (class analysis), and Whiteness studies. Although limited when used in 

isolation, these four lenses can be layered together to build a complex and intersectional 

perspective on the ever-flexible and omnipresent nature of racism in schooling. In 

essence, each framework that comprises MTRE “member checks” the others. It is 

my hope that using Leonardo’s suggestion to consider all four frameworks in one 

multidimensional theory will offer a conceptual contribution, as no scholars in teacher 

education as yet have applied this framework to studying how field supervisors are 

supported in developing critical consciousness among preservice teachers.

While CRT has served as a valuable framework for analyzing and critiquing 

educational research and practice (Ladson-Billings, 2005) and for assessing racial 

inequity in education at large (Decuir & Dixson, 2004; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995), 

Leonardo (2013) warns that scholarship in CRT in education has erroneously conflated 

class with race by evaluating class inequities through a racial analysis. In this way, he 

claims, “class achieves a color and becomes a variant of race” (p. 5). While CRT tenets 

like interest convergence are useful tools for unpacking the impact of social justice 

approaches and the degree to which they are transformational or simply reify hegemonic 

structures (Milner, 2008), it is important to recognize when these analyses intersect with 

other root issues, such as class, gender, and so on.

For example, Bell (1980) defines interest convergence as a phenomenon in which 

“White people will support racial justice only when they understand and see that there 
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is something in it for them, when there is a convergence between the interests of White 

people and racial justice” (p. 523, emphasis mine). However, White interests in the era of 

privatization and neoliberalism (Giroux, 2015) in education also require class analysis. 

Class analysis of education involves unpacking how economic inequities become 

legitimized and reproduced through schooling. With the rise of vouchers, charter schools, 

merit-based pay, and other market-based reforms in education, it is essential to ask how 

neoliberalism affects teacher education and influences how teachers are prepared (Philip 

et al., 2018). Therefore, Marxist class analysis, which questions how capitalists, or those 

in economic power, benefit from current schooling and educational reform efforts, will be 

part of the framework used to understand the findings in this study.

As teacher education is largely a space of White, Protestant, monolingual 

women (Jackson et al., 2017), cultural studies will also be used as a tool in this study 

to unearth the cultural practices of field supervisors and preservice teachers, and to 

relate them to systems of power such as colonialism and Whiteness. Cultural studies 

offers the “language of disturbance, unsettlement, and disorientation” that is necessary 

speak about the colonial legacy underlying schools (Giroux, 2018, p. 51). According to 

Giroux (2018), cultural studies as a theoretical tool can help researchers read the world 

by providing a wider assemblage of cultural forms (texts) that enable them to move 

beyond the spaces and objects that are the traditional subjects of research. This approach 

offers me, as the researcher, opportunities to locate and create findings in this study by 

combining media in nontraditional ways, and to potentially create some of the positive 

disturbance necessary to unmask colonial relationships in preservice teacher education 

(Leonardo & Porter, 2010).

Whiteness studies provide the fourth and final framework comprising the 

multidimensional theory of MTRE. Whiteness studies conceptualize Whiteness as the 

normalized privileges (Frankenburg, 1993) and systems that protect White people from 
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examining their contribution to systemic racism. Whiteness studies expose the role of 

“White talk,” which is comprised of the tactics White people deploy to detour, dismiss, 

evade, withdraw, interrupt, or maintain silence in conversations that expose race and 

White supremacy (McIntyre, 1997, p. 45).

Understanding how these behaviors protect White people from careful self-

examination is key to interrupting the platitudes, disingenuous conversation, and 

hostile climate this kind of talk creates, especially for teachers of color. Whiteness 

studies, as a component of MTRE, will provide guidance in this study to move beyond 

conceptualizing White people as unaware of race and power. Instead, Leonardo (2009) 

posits that “the myth of White ignorance” (p. 108) or racial innocence has been carefully 

buttressed in teacher education to obfuscate White teachers’ investment in Whiteness and 

ownership of what that means in terms of power. To pursue preservice teacher critical 

consciousness, it is also vital to uncover the impact of preservice teachers’ White talk on 

their field supervisors, to identify the ways in which field supervisors co-sign or provide 

alibis that allow their preservice teachers to invest more deeply in Whiteness. Such 

identification is crucial in light of the overwhelming presence of White bodies in teacher 

education (Haddix, 2017; Sleeter, 2001).
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this participatory action research study was to investigate how 

field supervisors in teacher education programs can be supported to understand and enact 

critical consciousness development with preservice teachers during field placements. 

An intended outcome of this study was to design better quality systems for making field 

supervision work visible, amenable to assessment, and calibrated to articulated goals 

for disrupting Whiteness and White talk. Specifically, the study sought to make visible 

the role of a teacher education faculty member of color (called a lead field supervisor) 

charged with overseeing field supervision. Because teacher education is not only an 

academic program but also a space in which Whiteness is reified and systematized, the 

focus of this qualitative research was to expose the context within which field supervisors 

work and the ways in which this context affects feedback and critical reflection in their 

mentoring relationships with preservice teachers. It is vital to know how the context 

of field supervision impacts preservice teachers’ engagement in issues of critical 

consciousness so that teacher educators can design the systems and conditions that 

foreground and undergird this work.

Research Design and Research Questions

This study shed light on the roles and environment a lead field supervisor 

navigated, as well as the specific practices she deployed, in preparing fellow field 
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supervisors to foster critical consciousness among preservice teachers. Two research 

questions guided my exploration of the working dynamics between field supervisors and 

preservice teachers: 1) How does a teacher education program support field supervisors 

in engaging in critical consciousness work with preservice teachers within their student 

teaching placement? 2) How does field supervisors’ capacity for critical consciousness 

impact their work with preservice teachers? Related to the primary questions are the 

following sub-questions: a) How do the racialized spaces undergirding the local teaching 

placement context and teacher education program setting influence the dynamics of 

mentorship and learning between field supervisor and preservice teachers? b) How 

do these influences support or thwart field supervisors’ capacity and efforts to disrupt 

Whiteness as these influences arise in their mentoring relationships?

In investigating these questions, I focused on two units of analysis. One was 

the interaction between the lead field supervisor and a group of field supervisors during 

professional learning engagements, as evidenced through field notes and discussions with 

the lead field supervisor in pre- and post-planning sessions. Another unit of analysis was 

the lesson observation debrief feedback cycle between field supervisors and preservice 

teachers, as evidenced through video recordings and analyzed via discussion with the lead 

field supervisor.

My research design was a qualitative approach using Participatory Action 

Research methods (Herr & Anderson, 2014; Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014; 

Zeller-Burkman, 2013) to frame the process of this study and narrative inquiry (Bochner 

& Riggs, 2014; Clandinin, 2013) to collect and analyze data. Based on my pilot study 

interest in how field supervisors work with preservice teachers in the field, I realized 

I wanted to dive deeper into the context surrounding field supervisors’ roles and their 

preparation to foster critical consciousness. While there has been work documenting 

the kinds of resistance stances preservice or beginning teachers adopt in response to 
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confronting Whiteness or engaging in anti-racist teaching (Picower, 2009), I wanted to 

know how faculty in the teacher education program actually respond to and plan for these 

stances to affect meaningful change. Specifically, I wanted to learn how field supervisors 

are prepared to address these stances. This goal required a collaborative approach with 

the teacher education faculty at the university. I needed to find someone with a stake in 

the problems of practice I am studying.

Fortunately, I have a personal connection with the lead field supervisor tasked 

with supporting field supervisors working in a university-based teacher education 

program. Her name is Nives. We are colleagues and co-instructors in the teacher 

education program. We had engaged in many discussions and shared many concerns 

over our six years of working together about how field supervision was undervalued, 

under-resourced, and underestimated as a central factor in instilling in preservice teachers 

a more critically conscious stance and understanding of their role as a teacher. This 

relationship set the foundation for us to engage in participatory action research.

Participatory Action Research

My co-teacher status with Nives, the lead field supervisor in the same teacher 

education program in which I work, afforded the two of us insider access to many of the 

aspects of this study. This ability to be an insider in the university, but still an outsider 

on Nives’ project at hand, allowed for the participatory nature of this action research 

project. I was honored and eager to share in the collective responsibility for bettering the 

conditions and practices within our program.

Nives and I both identified the need to unsettle the White spaces of teacher 

education, specifically in the ways field supervision is conducted and could be 

reimagined. Through hearty discussion about our own work practices and experiences 

within the arena of power relations in the university, we acknowledged that research that 
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is not well-grounded in the daily workings of the university would be unproductive. As 

a result, we co-constructed the elements of this study using the tenets of participatory 

action research (PAR) for several reasons.

First, PAR creates knowledge that is useful and meaningful by validating local 

knowledge (Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014). The participatory aspect of this 

research methodology and process positions researchers to recognize that participants are 

capable of analyzing situations and developing solutions to the challenges that face them 

(Herr & Anderson, 2014). Nives had been recently been named the lead field supervisor 

in charge of formal support for field supervisors. The teacher education program in which 

we both work has also been newly rebranded as a result of the merging of three distinct 

programs into three blended pathways.

Nives was tasked with creating cohesion and alignment within the field 

supervisorial group. As a colleague, she shared with me her desire for critical friendship, 

partnership, and shared labor in engaging in this very important work. In particular, 

her interest lay in developing a scope and sequence of support for field supervision that 

centered on critical consciousness and attended to the new identity statement of the 

teacher education program. PAR positioned us to be able to use our local knowledge as 

teacher educators in the program to explore the dynamics within field supervision and 

model solutions in real time. Accordingly, at the start of this PAR study, Nives and I met 

to establish focus questions and identify problems of practice she wanted this work to 

address, to ensure that our visions coalesced.

Second, PAR afforded us the ability to tackle a problem of practice collaboratively 

from within. Herr and Anderson’s (2014) work on PAR shows the continuum of 

collaboration between the researcher(s) and local people, groups, or organizations that are 

part of a study or research project, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Continuum of Participatory Action Research (Herr & Anderson, 2014)

Nives and I located ourselves and our work in the collective action portion of 

the continuum outlined above in Table 1. By virtue of co-constructing our own problem 

of practice, research questions, and co-constructing project design and artifacts, we 

were able to learn together and quickly transform ideas into actions. We were also 

able to revise our project plan and respond swiftly to data to adjust our processes and 

approaches. The investment we both felt in getting things right came from our deep 

commitment to our teacher education program. Though the culture of dissertation work 

centers on individual research and reporting, I knew that co-learning for my colleague 

and me was necessary for us to be able to take the kind of collective action that would 
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change both how we prepare our field supervisors and how we understand the dynamic 

forces underlying the context in which we work.

Lastly, PAR offered an opportunity to push the boundaries of what I, as an 

emerging scholar, was seeing as traditional educational research. As a practitioner in 

K-12 and higher education, I have seen how researchers come to study us, use many of 

the school’s resources (time) to complete their work, then leave. Later, we are able to buy 

a book or contracted service (professional learning session) based on the work. At times, 

we receive a dedication in the book.

I wanted to remove the burden from already overworked and under-resourced 

institutions. Unable to ensure that people within the organization would benefit from the 

research products, I wanted to create a process that was both mutually beneficial for us 

as researchers and the organization and also replicable. To this end, I offered my labor 

by working with Nives to facilitate professional learning sessions, prepare materials, and 

manage technology so she herself could participate when needed and also find reprieve 

from holding the room, or being the lead facilitator. Most importantly, we reviewed 

findings together, holding each other accountable to ensure that we both dove in deeply 

into our research questions while maintaining criticality.

We co-wrote many sections of the findings and used the comment feature in 

Google documents to provide feedback and ensure that our interpretations were aligned 

and evidenced. Nives also used the comment feature to challenge and push me to be more 

transparent and honest about some of the background that will be shared in Chapter 4 

regarding our work together. This back-and-forth process built our capacity to engage in 

action-based research while at work. We found that this process can also be used in many 

other facets of our program and with other colleagues.

While participatory action research guided our process, the use of narrative 

inquiry informed my approach to data collection and subsequent analysis. I conducted 
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a series of seven unstructured interviews with Nives, the lead field supervisor, which 

provided rich description from the field. Within this format, I utilized narrative inquiry 

by engaging Nives during the aforementioned seven open-ended interviews that felt 

like an ongoing discussion with a continuous narrative thread. The interviews addressed 

focused topics through dialogues and retellings of how the lead supervisor constructed 

professional learning and support for field supervisors on issues embedded in the teacher 

program identity statement about critical consciousness. This methodology provided rich 

discursive data and thick description (Ponterotto, 2006) about the situated learning that 

occurred in this mentoring context.

Narrative inquiry and analysis were appropriate to this study because they lean 

on the normalcy of storytelling (Bochner & Riggs, 2014). A large aspect of the field 

supervisors’ work involves dialogue and retellings of what transpired between themselves 

and their preservice teacher mentees. These vignettes and scenarios often provide the 

basis for field supervisor development by the lead field supervisor and other teacher 

education faculty.

Sometimes these retellings can sound highly individualistic and dependent on the 

variables underlying each placement. According to Bamberg (2012), “narrative analysis 

attempts to systematically relate the narrative means deployed for the function of laying 

out and making sense of particular kinds of, if not totally unique, experiences” (p. 4). 

By overlaying a narrative analysis, the stories Nives told about field supervisor progress 

and the preservice teachers’ related progress and development provided a window into 

how we construct and enact critical teacher education, particularly with regard to the 

development of critical consciousness.

The use of narrative inquiry or analysis called for a continual check for self 

(how am I in this story?), an inventory of self-identity (who am I in this story?), a call 

to purpose (why am I in this story?), and a call to action (what can happen because I am 
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living this story?). Within this approach, Clandinin (2013) posited that the researcher 

is positioned to answer the “so what?” to the research question by creating an authentic 

need to know and to do something as a result of living alongside the participants through 

storytelling and retelling and bearing witness. This process, called “restorying,” upsets 

traditional narratives to the point where a transformation of normalized conditions occurs.

For example, as the field supervisors offered retellings of how they support 

preservice teachers in navigating the perceived dichotomies between theory and praxis 

in regard to issues in critical teacher education, narrative analysis uncovered the tropes, 

devices, and master narratives deployed along the way that preserve or disrupt Whiteness. 

Therefore, this method had the propensity to direct us, the researchers, towards taking 

action and creating change that can mutually benefit the participants. By virtue of 

having an insider position that understands the contextual factors underpinning technical 

and cultural change, I was able to use this methodology to flesh out both instructional 

practices and institutional practices and policies that underlie program design and support 

for faculty of color. As collaborators in the PAR process, Nives and I drew on narrative 

discussion to create an opportunity to use our conversational format of working together 

as a source of data.

Participants and Setting

The participants in this study were a lead field supervisor (Nives) and the group 

of field supervisors charged with supervising preservice teachers. The main focus of this 

study was on the work of the lead supervisor, who is assigned the following functions 

within the teacher education program: 1) field supervision of preservice teachers; 2) 

professional development and coordination support of field supervisors across teacher 

education program pathways, elementary to secondary; 3) preservice teacher instruction 
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on methods (e.g., arts integration) and content (e.g., health education). The lead 

supervisor in this study is Nives, a Black woman who comes to the teacher education 

program as a practitioner, a former high school teacher and a current dance teacher at a 

local art studio.

The field supervisors include both current doctoral students serving as graduate 

school instructors (GSIs) and former or current teachers interested in part-time work. 

The field supervisors support preservice teachers in either multiple- or single-subject 

(e.g., English, math, or science) credential coursework and master’s level coursework 

vis-à-vis the field placement teaching assignment and the supervised teaching seminar at 

the university. The teacher education program has nine supervisors. The field supervisor 

group is mostly comprised of White women, reflecting the demographics of the teaching 

population. The field supervisors in the elementary pathway include one Black woman, 

one Asian woman, and one Latino man. The field supervisors in the math and science 

pathway include two White men and one White woman. The field supervisors in in the 

English pathway include one Asian man and two White women.

Four to seven preservice teachers are assigned to each field supervisor. The work 

of these preservice teachers is not included in the data, as the focus of the video collection 

is the field supervisors. It is important to note that the mostly White and female preservice 

teacher cohort in the teacher education program reflects the demographics of the overall 

teaching population.

Nives and I recruited participants from the University of California, Berkeley’s 

Graduate School of Education (GSE) 16-month teacher education program, called 

Berkeley Educators for Equity and Excellence (BE3). BE3 prepares graduates for a 

multiple-subject elementary credential or single-subject credential and Master of Arts 

in education. The program actively recruits prospective educators who desire a strong 

orientation toward social justice and equity, and want to commit to working in high-need 
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urban schools and communities. The cohort model and the relatively small size of the 

program, which ranges from 30-60, affords the opportunity to cultivate a community and 

systems of mutual support. The composition of the cohort matches the national teacher 

profile, with about 80% identifying as White and female.

Due to the proximity of UC Berkeley to urban communities like Oakland, 

student teachers are positioned to apply and practice methods and theories learned at 

the university in low income, linguistically and culturally diverse schools. The program 

places its graduate students, who are preservice teachers, with “cooperating teachers” 

in classroom placements. The cooperating teachers are either alumni of UC Berkeley’s 

GSE or other teachers who declare interest, in an intake process, in collaborating with 

the university’s teacher education goals. Additionally, the program hires field supervisors 

who are current graduate students or recent practitioners interested in both teacher 

development and the program goals. According to the current program director, despite 

the focus on social justice in program recruitment, field placement, and coursework 

focused on urban education, student teachers continually leave the program feeling 

underprepared to engage families, parents, and the community (Salasin, personal 

communication, October 11, 2018).

Data Sources and Collection Procedures

Data Source Data Collection 
Narrative discussions recordings with lead 
supervisor

Oct. 11, Dec. 5, Dec. 6, Dec. 13, 
Jan. 26, Feb. 22, Apr. 3

Professional Learning Sessions (Professional 
development-PD) artifacts:
Planning notes
Handouts/work products
Field notes

Oct. 12, Nov. 8, Dec. 13, Feb. 22,
Mar. 22, Apr. 26
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Data Source Data Collection 
Lesson observation debrief artifacts:
lesson plan feedback, preservice teacher lesson 
video recording, debrief conversation video 
recording, preservice teacher written reflection, 
field supervisor written reflection, field notes from 
lead supervisor 

Oct. 15-Feb. 24

Program artifacts:
website
recruitment materials
course syllabi

Oct. 15- Mar. 29

Table 1.1: Data Sources

The data for this study came from three main sources. The first data source was 

the recordings and field notes (texts) of seven narrative discussions that took place 

between the lead field supervisor and me. During these discussions, on the dates noted 

in Table 1.1, I opened with a general check-in, as we are colleagues who care about one 

another. Then we moved into our focus questions, which were about either planning or 

reviewing the field supervisor professional development or video debriefs.

During each narrative discussion I inquired about Nives’ field note observations 

on the professional development (PD) sessions and her review of the video recordings of 

the lesson observation debrief conversations. The narrative discussions provided a venue 

for us to review field notes, engage in critical reflection and dialogue, share artifacts, and 

review video as it related to our focus questions. We conducted these sessions off campus 

so that we could talk freely. We also held these discussions outside of her work hours so 

we could speak for one to two hours uninterrupted. These discussions were recorded and 

transcribed fully.

The second data source was the artifacts that associated with the six professional 

learning sessions we planned and facilitated for the field supervisors on the dates noted in 

Table 1.1. We reviewed planning documents including agendas, handouts, expectations 
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(rubrics) for work products created by participants in the professional learning session, 

and our field notes from our planning sessions and the professional learning sessions 

themselves. These artifacts were used to facilitate the narrative discussions that took 

place after each professional learning session. I asked the lead field supervisor to reflect 

on the work products or field notes we produced as well.

The third data source was a video recording of the debriefing conversation that 

occurred after the field supervisor observed a preservice teacher in the field placement 

classroom. The conversation is framed around an analysis of the video that the field 

supervisor takes during the observation. After this debrief conversation, the preservice 

teacher completes a written reflection. As part of this project, the field supervisor was also 

asked to provide a written reflection.

A data source set for this event includes the video clip/audio recording of the 

debrief conversation along with the field supervisor’s written reflection. We collected 

such a set twice from three supervisors. In total, we collected six sets. The observations 

and debriefs happened in the field placement during the months October through 

February. Nives collected this data from the online learning system on the dates noted 

in Table 1, reviewed the entire data set, and took field notes. I used the field notes to 

frame the narrative discussions that took place post-collection. Lastly, we also gathered 

data on the teacher education program, which was necessary to provide context for the 

conversations, observations, and references that arose from the narrative discussions. We 

reviewed the teacher education program website, course program descriptions, teaching 

placement criteria, and program identity statement.
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Methods of Analysis

With respect to the first data source, narrative discussion, it is important to 

acknowledge that narrative inquiry can yield voluminous data, which be overwhelming 

and unwieldy. Therefore, an initial analysis of the recorded narrative discussion data was 

conducted inductively, by listening to the recording of the full-length discussion. As I 

listened to the recording, I utilized a note taking strategy to pre-code (Saldaña, 2013) key 

phrases that sparked a connection to the research questions. This process allowed me to 

lump the data into key codes that were later unpacked during the second listening round, 

during which key phrases (pre-codes) were connected to each other and more key phrases 

were identified.

While I intended to transcribe only the sections of the narrative discussion that 

contained the most key phrases to hone in on the most relevant aspects of the data, I 

ended up doing a complete transcription of every discussion. This decision arose from 

my fear of losing any of the context around the key phrases. Due to reiterative nature of 

PAR, I found myself revisiting (listening again to) the recordings of the discussions when 

a data point from another data source (such as the video debriefs, written reflections, 

or even another discussion recording) took me back to something that was said. In this 

process of going back, more key phrases emerged, and I concluded that it was in the 

best interest of the study to transcribe each minute of the over nine hours of discussion. 

I reconstructed the themes that emerged into short narrative descriptions using thick 

description (in vivo codes) lifted from the transcriptions. From there, I worked alongside 

Nives to member check and gain further insight into the in vivo codes I had identified 

within the texts.

During the time frame of the PAR project (October to April), Nives and I flew 

together to Norway in November on a teacher education program study through our 
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university. While there, we were able to spend time both informally chatting and formally 

taking field notes about what was emerging from the PAR project, specifically the first 

few PD sessions. During this time, I began to write up the themes as findings and send 

the writing to Nives.

I thought these member checks would either provide a sort of validation from 

Nives that I was on the right track or that she would clarify any inaccuracies. Instead, 

because of the co-constructed nature of this project, I found that she was writing 

responses (paragraphs) to my initial analysis of the recordings. For example, she 

would review and “talk back to” the text by writing within the narrative or using the 

comment feature in Google documents. I would then re-read and incorporate her writing, 

comments, and feedback.

In April, Nives and I attended to the American Educational Research Association 

(AERA) conference in Toronto, Canada together. While there, we found ourselves 

talking about our project with educators at the conference. The discussions we had over 

dinners, at round tables, in hotel hallways, and on walks were not recorded, but we 

found ourselves drawing conclusions and crafting recommendations based on emerging 

findings. These realizations and plans were put to paper in our field notes. Soon we 

were rewriting sections of the findings and moving past the PAR project to create work 

products for the university (job descriptions, PD plans) that could put our findings and 

recommendations into practice the following semester.

All in all, we spent over 20 hours together, side by side over roughly five days, on 

our laptops, across countries, reading through Chapters 3 and 4 and the data collection 

notes (where we logged emergent themes) to ensure coherence and relevance. These work 

sessions, in the East Bay and abroad, were invaluable. I had not planned for them when 

I began the PAR study; I had only planned for PD sessions and recorded discussions. 

Knowing their value now, I would plan for them in future projects.
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The time we spent piecing together the story of our project and remembering what 

we had discovered, alongside the emotional ups and downs, aided us in documenting the 

process and culling the findings. It also created an “us” as researchers and practitioners. 

We became a unit. We spent time not only writing and discussing, but also planning and 

envisioning future projects, as well as changing our current work in teacher education in 

real time to account for on-the-spot findings.

This collective ownership of using the findings in real time to change the next 

week’s learning for our field supervisors and preservice teachers has created standards 

for us on collaboration, critical dialogue, and partnership. We know we are not done. We 

have decided that after this project, we will reconstruct narrative forms like dialogues, 

vignettes, or participatory theatre (Boal, 2000) starter scripts from these themes that 

can be used later to engage other teacher education faculty and preservice teachers in 

dialogue about our findings.

The conversations, documented in field notes, that Nives and I had about 

these emerging themes and what to do with them provided windows into the research 

questions. In addition, they often framed how we would go about the next phase of our 

research project. This phenomenon of the cyclical nature of the PAR project, the process, 

is a finding in and of itself and will be further unpacked in Chapter 4.

Limitations

While I anticipated that a limitation of this study would be finding consenting 

field supervisors to participate, this was not the case. Though field supervisors are often 

nervous and tenuous about their own efficacy, especially at the beginning of the program 

(which is when my study took place), the participatory action research nature of this 

study created a context in which the field supervisors were eager to join. Because the 
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purpose of their participation was to advance their own professional learning and inform 

program support, the participants had a stake in the project. Two of the field supervisor 

participants work in the program pathway in which I lecture and work in the course Nives 

and I co-teach. Creating space within our course for the field supervisors to review their 

videos and practice their technical skills around video collection proved valuable and 

perhaps helped to address the barriers we thought would be at play.

One limitation of the study was the degree to which we were able to participate in 

the teacher education classroom space, both where field supervisors are trained and where 

they work with their preservice teacher, without interrupting. It takes many hours for 

everyone involved to develop some ease in relation to this kind of entry into a classroom 

and into field supervision space. My work as a full-time administrator in a public school 

district made that induction time prohibitive.

For this reason, we used short (5-10 minute) video recordings of the actual 

preservice teacher lesson observation and the full recording (30-50 minutes) of the lesson 

observation debrief conversation, which created another limitation. Much of the rich 

embodiment of learning becomes flattened through the lens of a camera. The researcher 

loses aperture, margins widen, and the conversations that are captured appear more linear. 

Body language, silence, atmospheric changes, and micro looks are lost. While this was 

not ideal, it did force us to engage in collective problem-solving about how best to front-

load the technical skills of videography to reframe and capture as much as possible. It 

also prompted us to include a written reflection component to calibrate and triangulate the 

video in relation to another data point.
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Positionality and Trustworthiness Statement

Regarding the use of narrative analysis, Bochner and Riggs (2014) convey 

that “language is not simply a tool for mirroring reality, but is rather an ongoing and 

constitutive part of reality” (p. 200). This recognition calls on researchers to account for 

how they are integrated into the interpretation of the data based on their positionality. 

The validity and trustworthiness of my research is predicated on the degree to which I 

can account for my role in this narrative discussion approach and the actual narrative 

analysis. As I delve into the identity and privilege of the participants in the study, it is 

only fair to start with my own.

I am an East Indian American, Brown, trilingual (Gujarati, Spanish, English) 

woman from a working-class background. My parents were voluntary immigrants who 

came to the U.S. with little financial capital but who afforded me, through their own 

sacrifices, sociocultural capital in the form of a university education and subsequently 

class privilege. My firsthand experience of feeling othered in K-12 and higher education 

schooling fuel my urgency and passion for rethinking what schools produce.

As a current full-time central office administrator in educational services in a low-

income district, predominantly serving students of color yet staffed mostly with White 

teachers and administrators, I have skin in the game. I bear witness daily to a marked lack 

of teachers and administrators who feel efficacious and optimistic about working with our 

Black, Brown, and low-income students and families. I chronicle our collective lack of 

traction and movement in disrupting poor schooling through the signs of institutionalized 

racism I see in my day-to-day work: a) deficit thinking and speaking on the part of 

teachers about students of color and their families; b) over-referral of students of color 

to special education; c) disproportionality in discipline for students of color; d) a focus 

on the low academic achievement of individual Black and Brown students, as opposed 
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to noting the systemic structures that create this reality; and e) a tendency to address 

these phenomena through market-based reform efforts entrenched in individuated White 

discourse and action.

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, I am a former preservice teacher, 

cooperating teacher, and field supervisor and a current lecturer in the teacher education 

program that provides the setting for this study. I am the co-instructor of record, with 

Nives, for a course that connects some of the field supervisors in this study to their 

preservice teachers. As a consequence, my position in the university-based teacher 

education program as an “outsider within” (Herr & Anderson, 2014, p. 41) afforded me 

access but also created a tension that must be acknowledged.

In my six years as a lecturer in teacher education, recruited to support social 

justice education, I can reflect on the many ways I have reified and reproduced the master 

narratives underlying public schooling. My colleagues of color who approach their work 

with a critical lens share their own stories of unintended consequences. We also share 

the many opportunities we have missed (sometimes by not disinvesting in Whiteness) to 

flip the script on the pervasive punishment and pathologization of students of color. This 

phenomenon tells me that the issues that guide this study are both complex and deeply 

rooted in the system in which I work, and which I seek to change. To untangle these 

roots, it is essential to go in collectively and critically.

For this reason, I engaged in participatory action research that helped ground 

me in staying purposeful about and aware of my positional privilege in this work. This 

included thinking critically about who is laboring and who is benefiting during this 

study. To be sure this study was not further taxing already vulnerable participants and 

institutions, I continually took inventory of participant needs that the study or I might 

fulfill. I am motivated to ensure that the participants find truthfulness, as unwieldy as it 
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may be to hold, in the findings, descriptions, and conclusions this study yields . . . and 

that if this truthfulness wounds, the process will offer some remedy.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

The design of this participatory action research (PAR) study was informed 

by my partnership with Nives, the lead field supervisor charged with overseeing and 

coordinating field supervision in a public teacher education credentialing and M.A. 

program. When Nives and I sat down to do this work, we found ourselves sharing 

stories of how we got to the University of California, Berkeley (“Cal”), and how our 

origin stories at Cal are a major driver for how this PAR was shaped around field 

supervision, making private work public through video, and unsettling Whiteness. Nives 

continually reminds me that our work has always been public, not as an initiative but 

as a natural outcome of the way we work together and in our individual roles. In this 

introduction, I tell the story of our individual work and how our collaboration in teacher 

education started, which will illuminate the way we came to identify field supervisors so 

specifically as a point of focus.

Six years ago, I was asked to return to the teaching credentialing and Master’s 

program I had attended. I was offered a position as a lecturer, teaching the practicum 

course (supervised teaching seminar) that accompanies field placement student teaching. 

Prior to this, the course was mostly a space in which field supervisors and students 

engaged in conversation about what was transpiring in the field placement. Seen 

primarily as a support structure for field placement, the course offered workshops and 

speakers related to topics that emerged from preservice teachers’ reflections.
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Having graduated from the program myself, I felt that I had left with good bones 

for “kidwatching” and thinking about how to set up learning, but without an awareness 

of the sociocultural underpinnings of my decisions. I developed an awareness of 

sociocultural context and an understanding of how structural racism works in education 

outside the teacher education space. I learned from practitioners at my field placement 

sites who took me under their wing, and by seeking professional development outside the 

university and field placement site.

My invitation to come back to the university began when I was a cooperating 

teacher working with student teachers. My student teachers would bring their fellow 

student teachers to my classroom to observe or get guidance, and soon I found myself 

giving them mini-workshops in my classroom during lunch or after school. Topics 

ranged from how to engage in more culturally and linguistically responsive classroom 

management, to how to create a fluid space for family engagement during the school day, 

to how to “trick out” a scripted curriculum to engage in anti-racist teaching.

In retrospect, I realize I was creating field-based workshops and instruction 

on anti-racist teaching, the tenets of critical multicultural education, and frameworks 

from which student teachers could map out a learning plan—and how to put these 

all into action. Nives reminded me in one of our discussions that collective action is 

one of the drivers for how we approach our work with field supervisors. If lecturers, 

field supervisors, and student teachers cannot articulate how they are anti-racist and 

which anti-racist practices they put into action in their work, then our program goals 

mean nothing.

It occurred to me often that I was doing this work outside the university 

program requirements and assignments, and frequently around the structures of the field 

supervisor, who would occasionally visit to observe my student teacher. I remember 

finding that field supervisors were often out of touch with both the day-to-day realities of 
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classroom teaching and the tasks my student teacher was managing. To my surprise, the 

supervisors were also disconnected from recent research and pedagogy about countering 

Whiteness in education. Accordingly, I noticed that the feedback my student teachers 

received from many of their field supervisors seemed superficial. The field supervisors 

lacked the curiosity and urgency to connect what I was doing almost daily with the 

student teacher to the university’s goals. The lack of connection between the field 

placemen and the university felt like a massive missed opportunity.

When I was asked later, after over a decade of being a cooperating teacher, to 

teach the practicum course, I integrated these observations and concerns into the way I 

reconstructed the course. I designed a scope and sequence of learning about the history of 

inequity in public education and introduced frameworks for using the tenets of responsive 

pedagogy and social justice teaching standards. Along the way, I folded in panels, focus 

groups, and role plays that exposed the White stances teachers often take in communities 

and classrooms.

I coupled these approaches with field-based assignments that required students 

to engage in the community and consider new dispositions and archetypes for how they 

present themselves at the schools during their placement. The first semester of my year-

long course started in the summer, so students were not yet in formal field placements 

with cooperating teachers. Therefore, I used this summer course to launch the students 

into a deep dive into their positionality, educational autobiography, and inventory of 

their knowledge of Whiteness in education. They also engaged in community-based field 

placements.

During the summer semester in which I launched the practicum course, Nives 

joined the same teaching credential and Master’s program to teach the arts integration 

course. She brought in theatre of the oppressed games based on the work of Augusto Boal 

(1979), requiring students to participate in this series of dramatic games that exposed the 
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assumptions underlying participants’ interpretations of social interactions, bodies, and 

words. These embodied learning experiences helped students to examine deeply how they 

show up in the world (through their actions, words, body language, tone) and imagine 

how they want to participate in education. Nives employed techniques that helped make 

students’ learning more visible while also unpacking how they might parlay that learning 

into their teaching approach.

During the fall and winter semesters, Nives served as a field supervisor and 

attended my practicum course. It did not take long for us to see that we held similar 

demands for students and that we shared an urgency and commitment to wrap our arms 

around the cohort in what we now describe as firm kindness and realness. Nives shared 

a visual to describe this phenomenon, drawing Brown arms stretched to grotesque 

lengths—more than they would have been stretched if we were working with colleagues 

who shared our sense of urgency. We found that while the learning might have gone deep 

for a fleeting moment during our summer work and shared course, the students needed to 

stay submerged in the kind of work that made their thinking and actions visible. Outside 

of Nives’ work and mine, students regularly came up for [White/safe/ comfortable] air.

Regardless, we began to take action within our sphere of influence. We integrated 

capstone moments into our courses. The educational ethnography or “biopic,” a written 

and visual presentation students made in my class, would then evolve into dialogic race 

poetry in Nives’ class. The portfolios students created in her class to document facets of 

their identity work were used in my class to help them introduce themselves to new field 

supervisors.

However, Nives found that even with the protocols for viewing and listening she 

provided the supervisors, they were neither equipped nor inclined to draw out deeper 

learning from students about the contents of those summer portfolios. They did not know 

how to facilitate this process, read between the lines, or differentiate their questions 
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for the varying needs for their mentees. We tucked this insight away, hoping one day 

to have a voice in and impact on how these field supervisors are prepared for critical 

consciousness work.

When I engaged the cohort of students in work around power and positionality, 

Nives came to my class to provide support and voice as a Black woman and also as 

a mother, herself, of school age children. Over our six years together, we continually 

adapted our teaching and coursework to become more precise and honest in unsettling 

Whiteness. Together we aimed to provide a genuine context for learning, modeling what 

we wanted preservice teachers to recreate in their own classrooms. While this shared 

vision of teaching and learning for change forged a bond between us, we were also drawn 

together by a certain set of pressures often faced by faculty of color.

When my students complained to the other field supervisors about doing a home 

visit, Nives would stand up and explain why it was essential. When her students shrugged 

over having to redo a lesson plan or engage in any of the various moments of public 

learning that were now part of the program, I would not provide a reprieve or cosign their 

avoidance of “getting real.” The students began to get used to us being together and also 

upholding each other’s assignments.

However, while most of our students responded with engagement and 

appreciation to being pushed in this way, this reconstruction of our coursework and 

approach upset some folks—mostly other teacher education faculty. Some instructors 

told us that our students were now questioning the sociocultural foundations of what they 

were teaching, requesting more interaction in class, or critiquing the course content. We 

saw these as good things. Then, we were told we were making the few students of color 

in the program “uppity.” We felt like we were walking a thin line.

Field supervisors also conveyed their resistance to us by questioning their role 

and work commitment during their required attendance in the practicum course we co-
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taught. They often missed class, came in late, or were unprepared (having failed to do the 

reading) to join in or lead discussions with students. We were always negotiating how 

much they would do and arranging class to accommodate for their absence.

Although this upset me, in our discussions, Nives revealed she was glad this 

happened. When the supervisors failed to show, Nives said it confirmed for her that they 

were actually not needed to support the student teachers within the practicum course. 

Instead, creating meaningful roles for the field supervisors when they were present was 

more for their own professional growth than to support the students’ growth. Upon 

reflection, I found this to be true as well.

For example, field supervisors would problematize readings (when they 

completed them) and stay intellectual. This directly modeled for the student teachers 

how to “hang out” in White educational discourse or White talk. Behind our backs, field 

supervisors colluded with dysconscious students by lowering standards for assignments 

and questioning our coursework and syllabus. They especially questioned assignments 

that exposed their own lack of community-based teaching for social justice.

The assignments I gave around community mapping, home visits, and experiential 

learning were often downplayed by field supervisors. They would allow excuses and 

avoidance so they could also absolve themselves of problem solving the myriad equity 

issues that necessarily accompany those assignments. It was hard not to notice that 

lowering standards for students also meant lessening field supervisors’ own workloads.

For Nives, this quasi-contract the field supervisors proffered to their students 

read as the epitome of standing firmly at the center of one’s privilege and/or having 

a disaffected director with authority who may also be the supervisor’s personal and 

uncritical friend. The field supervisors who arrived this way seemed to want to come into 

the course, impart their suggestions, do some observations, and get back to their doctoral 

work or other part-time work. The impact this had on students was clear to us. The 
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preservice student teachers of color missed critical feedback about their own assumptions 

of inherent kinship and relatability, on which they falsely rested in their mostly people-

of-color classroom. White preservice student teachers were able to seek solace in field 

supervisors who gave them an “out” or permission to disassociate from what they were 

learning regarding their agency and authority as White teachers in the classroom.

Nives shared an example of this dynamic in one of her written responses to me 

regarding this section of the chapter.

Even when I knew you, me and we were responsive to and responsible for the 

learning of our students, consistently modelling everything from how to organize 

a table for group work to what you need to know to land a teaching job, I still felt 

the resentment from some in the way they chose to enter and exit the classroom 

without a greeting. Or, choosing to go silent or cry rather than contribute to class 

with the effort of publicly struggling with content. I make the mistake, often, of 

assuming other folks are like me. For example, if I am tired or have things on my 

mind that is MY business and I do not want anyone around me to misinterpret my 

expression or low energy as negligent or dismissive of them. Some of our students 

showed us sour faces as a matter of course and that “sour face” or sustained scowl 

meant something.

Subjugated Knowledge: Outsiders-Within

The impact these gazes and scowls had on us, as women of color who were 

lecturers in the program, was massive. Teacher education is already positioned low in 

the hierarchy of a graduate school of education at a university. On top of that, we were 

lecturers, part-timers, and women of color. Nives noted that
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we were often a feather in the director’s cap because she could boast that she had 

lecturers and supes [supervisors] of color when the other two [program] pathways 

did not. This is still the case and she recently pointed this out to me.

At that time, both of us were also working solely in the elementary track, despite 

our educational experience working along the K-12 spectrum. This positioning made 

us feel like outsiders-within. We were in the program, but on the margins of it. Rarely 

invited to faculty meetings, never onboarded or instructed how to get a reimbursement, 

denied keys or an official office space for six years, we were literally, at times, outside. 

Nives reminds me that, “We were in the storage space. One which I regularly rearranged 

to keep it somewhat functional to the purposes of having a meeting space for supe 

[supervisors] meetings and office hours.”

Despite these conditions, we were seen as the center of the program at key times. 

We were called upon to organize orientations, invited to serve on selection and interview 

committees, and looked to for leadership in organizing the parts of the program that built 

cohesion (e.g., potlucks, gatherings, and off-campus experiences). On multiple occasions, 

I was close enough to students to know if they did not have housing (they were living in 

their car or couch-surfing) and offered them lodging for weeks or months at a time. Nives 

also opened her home and offered her time beyond work hours to students who needed 

check-ins and grounding. Her dance classes were open and free to all students who 

wanted to move and bond beyond school hours. Nives reflected in one of our discussions 

that we were, “And I quote, ‘The heart and soul’ of the program. The proverbial doting 

mothers or the archetype you know I love: ‘the wet nurse’ with the big heart and big lap 

to snuggle up in.”

While isolating in many ways, this outsider-within status did offer a unique 

set of knowledges about the inner workings of the program and the teacher education 
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department as a whole. We could see the sharp edges, where the program did not 

sheath our students or us. We could also see where it afforded White folks a blanket 

of safety, an escape from the hard work of facing oneself, one’s history, and one’s 

current responsibility. Nives noted in her written feedback to this section of the chapter 

that she was:

hyper-aware as we talked through our PAR process and re-read what I just wrote 

that we have just described the insider-outsider knowledge of people who are “the 

help.” We see and hear everything, but are not considered until someone assigns 

a need. Meanwhile, we have been standing there all along watching and listening 

and understanding far more than we have the social power to do anything about in 

the moment.

This was subjugated knowledge, accrued by being privy to other folks of color 

on the scene (administrative assistants, students, other faculty) and understanding the 

ways Whiteness at work in teacher education has shaped us all. We recognized that this 

knowledge built the very armor with which we moved through the hallways, but we were 

also were quick to remove this armor when given safe harbor. Nives observed that this 

armor is very difficult to shed. In a written note, she confided to me towards the end of 

this project:

The impact of working in an environment where I must wear [armor] . . . has a 

harmful impact on my personal life. I work hard to shift my disposition and tone 

outside of work so that my mind gets respite from its hyper vigilance. I am aware 

and responsive to systemic oppression across all the spheres of my life, but the 

weight and thickness of the armor I wear has sunk skin deep—I can’t take it all off 

even when I want to. Excavating and healing from this highly effective defense is 
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part of my personal, daily, internal work. I would have quit the GSE long ago if 

you [Sonal] were not there.

We did not quit. We are here. It is from this space that we decided to engage in 

work, this PAR study, that could upset the Whiteness we felt and could name as being 

at work. Its presence was evident in the privacy around field supervisors’ roles and 

responsibilities and their inability to articulate or demonstrate anti-racist classroom 

practice when mentoring future teachers.

Findings

The purpose of this participatory action research project was to uncover the 

dynamics at play in supporting field supervisors to engage their preservice teachers 

on issues of critical consciousness during field placement lesson design, observation, 

and debrief. We found the role of the field supervisors to be a critical linchpin between 

the university and the field placement. It is incumbent upon field supervisors to push 

preservice teachers to make connections between what they learn in the field and what 

they learn at the university in order to transform that knowledge into action in their 

teaching. Specifically, field supervisors, who are present in those day-to-day moments, 

have the ability to interrupt deficit thinking, challenge biased teaching methods, and help 

preservice teachers critically examine their own practice.

The presentation of the findings was guided by the following co-created research 

questions: 1) How does a teacher education program support field supervisors in 

engaging in critical consciousness work with preservice teachers within their student 

teaching placement? 2) How does field supervisors’ capacity for critical consciousness 

impact their work with preservice teachers? The findings in this chapter will be organized 
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by key events or actions we made to address this study’s guiding research questions. 

Alongside the research questions we identified at the onset, Nives and I articulated 

additional questions along the way in response to barriers and decision points we 

confronted in the various phases of this project. In the sections that follow, I will describe 

each action (movement), name the themes and questions that emerged in each phase, and 

describe how they informed subsequent aspects of the study.

The first major movement was comprised of articulating and conducting 

professional development for teacher education faculty, specifically the field supervisor 

unit. This endeavor included creating a scope and sequence of professional learning. It 

also involved creating capacity and norms for a group of university personnel who had, to 

this point, acted mostly as free agents, constructing their own work flow and habits.

The next major event was to increase efforts to make the work of field supervision 

and field placement teaching visible, using video self-analysis routines. The protocols 

developed included rethinking the lesson observation cycle and creating the context 

for the third and final phase of the study, which encompassed disrupting White talk and 

moving towards more critical and productive discourse between field supervisor and 

preservice teacher. Major changes in the structural and operational systems involved in 

field supervision, as well as their implications and potential recommendations for teacher 

education, will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Professional Learning Sessions/Professional Development (PD)

Nives, as the lead field supervisor, was given authority to lead a series of field 

supervisor professional learning sessions for the 2018-2019 academic year. We decided to 

focus on creating a scope and sequence of professional development for field supervisors 

and their program directors that would mirror the level of work in which we were asking 

our preservice teachers to engage. We decided to use this PAR study to co-construct and 
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document the process. We were united in our desire to how we could prepare all field 

supervisors, regardless of their prior critical consciousness, to engage in more meaningful 

lesson debriefs and interactions. The field supervisor professional learning series was 

launched with a session in September, which Nives facilitated alone, and subsequent 

sessions in October, November, January, and February, which we facilitated together.

Refusals and alibis. As we embarked on creating this professional learning 

sequence, we discovered our first finding. Despite progressive notions of commitment 

to equity and personal growth, field supervisors and even pathway directors engaged in 

a variety of refusals to attend and fully participate in the work Nives outlined in her role 

as lead supervisor overseeing professional learning. This refusal was both active (not 

attending) and passive (attending but not completing assignments).

At the first session, Nives noticed right away that she did not have the entire 

field supervisor team present. A review of emails details the various ways in which 

field supervisors felt justified and supported by their program directors to not attend. 

Nives’ notes show that at the first professional learning session in September there were 

field supervisors who did not attend at all, while several others walked in late. Others 

continually stepped in and out for phone calls or events they had double-scheduled 

during the existing meeting time. Among those who attended, several had not completed 

the day’s assignments. One such assignment was the Racial Identity Autobiography. 

The work with this assignment was not to be unpacked until October, when a majority 

had completed it, though a few did not meet the minimum page requirement and some 

actually fell far short.

The lack of engagement was upsetting to Nives. She had used several methods 

to choose dates that would accommodate the participants’ schedules (e.g., Doodle polls, 

email requests) and she had instructed the program directors that all field supervisors 

should attend. A review of emails showed that the reasons for not attending (or partial 
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attendance) included prioritizing personal events over job duties. For example, one 

supervisor emailed us the following:

I want to start by apologizing for this late reply for tomorrow. My kids are off 

of school this week, and we’ve had a family reunion of sorts in Tahoe. I’ve been 

driving back and forth for Strike support, supervision meetings, and Methods 

class, but tomorrow is the last day here and I’m going to stay to drive them home.

Others coupled their refusal to attend with questioning the design of the 

professional learning series. Below is an excerpt from an email sent to Nives by a field 

supervisor asking to be excused from the sessions. After stating that she would not attend 

and that her program director should have already notified Nives, the field supervisor 

posed three questions.

1. Could the meetings be quarterly instead of monthly?

2. Could the meetings be shortened?

3. Could I arrive late?

Many field supervisors sent emails after the event to account for their absence. 

For example, one supervisor wrote:

I apologize for not informing you that I would not be attending last Thursday. I 

still haven’t completed my Autobiography, and while it may not be done by our 

meeting next week, I will have it done before beginning the new semester. Sorry 

about the delay and unevenness of the completion. This came at my busiest time 

and I’m still catching up.

A few supervisors used their required presence at the meetings as a referendum on 

their work hours and conditions. For example:
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The funding for my position hasn’t come thru [sic] since November, so I will not 

be attending Friday’s session.

Thanks for reaching out to us. [Another field supervisor] and I are both part time, 

with me working 13 hours (33%) and [the other field supervisor] at 20 hours 

(50%). As it stands, I won’t be able to take advantage of additional PD around 

supervision.

The program directors did not intervene to parse out work duties and reset 

expectations for the supervisors they had hired. Instead, they left Nives to police 

attendance and manage the arsenal of detours deployed by these disgruntled or perhaps 

confused supervisors. For example, one program director emailed Nives in reference to 

her field supervisor’s absence from the professional learning series, stating, “I am sorry 

about [field supervisor] backing out at the last minute—not really sure what is going 

on for her.”

The directors’ obfuscation of their own positional power became a recurrent 

theme. During September and October, Nives attempted on many occasions to get the 

program directors to send aligned messaging to the field supervisors about work roles. 

She repeatedly asked them to relay the purpose and goal of field supervisors engaging 

in professional development. Nives shared that she knew going into this professional 

learning series that field supervisors were not on board to attend new PD, as they did 

not perceive themselves as needing growth. Moreover, the lack of participation from the 

pathway directors bolstered that conservatism.

Nives reflected in her field notes,

I am continually disappointed with the lack of curiosity and/or the desire to put in 

effort on the part of supervisors while at the same time commodifying what they 
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believe to be their “valuable time.” I’m speaking in generalities here but I can 

visualize the current supervision team and 8 out of 9 of them have at some point 

or continuously bemoaned the work of learning the tools of effective coaching and 

field supervision.

As evidenced in the field note, Nives did not feel supported in the beginning and, in fact, 

felt like she had a very reluctant audience.

In one of our discussions, Nives commented that although she had a clear 

understanding of what supervisors needed to provide quality support and guidance to 

student teachers, she also had a good sense of the current supervisors’ widely ranging 

perceptions of themselves in their role. Specifically, she stated in her field notes that 

the “active pushback from field supervisors and passive pushback from their respective 

pathway directors (i.e., taking no stance, silence, affirming mediocre inputs and 

celebrating subpar work from supervisors . . . ) was a known factor, one which I have 

seen played out over the last several years.”

Later, after engaging in several PD sessions and reflecting back on the process in 

February, Nives confided in her field notes:

But, to see these barriers thrown up within the confines of a project to create a 

unified supervision matrix supported by ongoing PD, and one that aligns with 

the BE3 identity statement was simply disappointing. I had to accept and address 

the insidious and unrelenting micro-level enactments of Whiteness: detouring 

away from, questioning, and evading the work designed and mandated by a Black 

woman and an Indian woman.

What emerged for us, as we unpacked what happened and combed through 

the array of excuses, was an underlying belief at play among the field supervisors that 

they could voluntarily opt in and out as they chose, with a sense of volunteerism. We 
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found this attitudinal stance to be an aspect of Whiteness that was well reinforced in the 

underpinnings of the Graduate School of Education. We felt it was difficult to challenge, 

due to our lack of positional authority. That Nives’ positional power as a lead field 

supervisor did not come with any capital could only be interpreted as another example 

of being seen as “the help”—that is, we provided a service that others could utilize or 

disregard at will.

I recorded the impact this opting out, not attending, or being in and out of the PD 

had on Nives. She wrote in her field notes, “my low bar standard was the fact that nobody 

left the room and there were people that were there when I was facilitating solo that have 

returned. So there’s the low bar.” However, in a discussion in October after a PD session 

we co-led that was better attended, her mood was more optimistic:

I’m confident we’re in a process and those folks who have now been there 

twice and noted that this is the first time that we’re co-facilitating. We’re in the 

process where they’re committed; I can see it in different ways. So that makes 

me feel . . . it makes me feel like I don’t need to get worried or wrapped up in my 

perceptions of pushback or that a handful of folks that are just not on board. (LFS 

Discussion 10.13.18)

Nives’ comments about people not leaving the room and showing up to PD a 

second time show that basic participation and attendance felt like a victory at the onset 

of this PAR study. Our reaction to these revelations caused us to more deeply ground our 

efforts, not in abstract notions of equity, but in the goals of the program that had hired 

these individuals. Absent a current and precise job description for field supervisors, we 

spent time in the professional learning space working alongside the field supervisors 

to co-create a viable summation of their duties across the three pathways within 

the program.
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This effort enabled us to anchor the majority of the work in processes and 

practices already within the field supervisors’ job descriptions. There were still extra 

duties that would emerge as we introduced practices around the role of video, but 

we strategized how to coach them within existing job functions. We knew the field 

supervisors would approach these new tasks with the recognition that they could 

potentially streamline their work. In this manner, Nives and I continually looked for 

interest convergence between practices that could disrupt White spaces and dysconscious 

exchange in field placement mentoring, and the very real feeling among field supervisors 

that they were already overworked and stretched to the limit. When the new tasks could 

not streamline their work, but were genuinely additional tasks, we relied heavily on the 

program’s newly crafted identity statement.

Leveraging the social justice mission of the program. An orientation to 

the teacher education program identity statement became a central ingredient of the 

professional learning series. The teacher education program, called BE3 (Berkeley 

Educators for Equity and Excellence), developed an identity statement that was crafted 

by the program directors to anchor the work of all pathways in the teacher credentialing 

program. The identity statement (BE3 Program, 2019) found on the university website 

states for all stakeholders in the program that:

Our work as teachers requires a profound recognition that schooling and 

education have been avenues for liberation, transformation, and justice as well 

as oppression, colonization, and dehumanization—an awareness that demands 

that each moment of teaching is intentionally approached as political, ethical, and 

moral. In BE3, we embark on a continuous journey of naming and interrupting 

systems of oppression, including white supremacy, settler colonialism, patriarchy, 

ableism, and heteronormativity, and centering the knowledges, values, and 
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experiences of marginalized communities. Knowing that power shapes what we 

teach, how we teach, and who we become as teachers and learners, we remind 

ourselves that washing our hands of conflicts in society is not neutrality—it is 

siding with systems of oppression.

The identity statement declares that “BE3 prepares teachers who are committed to 

co-creating powerful and enriching classrooms that embody the values, relationships, and 

experiences of a more just world” (BE3 Program, 2019). The statement contains a call 

to action to promote critical consciousness in teacher education. “In our classrooms and 

with our colleagues, we hold ourselves to interrogating our positionality and deliberately 

acting with an understanding of how we have internalized and are embedded in systems 

of oppression” (BE3 Program, 2019).The BE3 website further declares that Berkeley’s 

program “is a place where the brightest minds from across the globe come together to 

explore, ask questions, solve problems, and improve the world” (BE3 Program, 2019).

We found that this statement correlated to a current narrative around teacher recruitment 

that academically successful students will find footing in teacher education for social 

justice, or the “bright person myth” (Darling-Hammond, 2000). In our PAR study, we did 

not assume that preservice teachers, or their mentors or field supervisors, come to BE3 

equipped to conduct inquiry-based action research towards social justice. In fact, one 

of our assumptions was that a considerable amount of unlearning of dysconsciousness 

would have to take place concurrently with new learning or critical consciousness 

development..

The professional development series for the field supervisors begins with an 

assessment of their knowledge and the capacity to make visible that knowledge, as 

related to features of the identity statement linked to critical consciousness. We took 

this approach in order to map out the dual journey of learning and unlearning. The field 
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supervisors read the teacher education program (BE3) identity statement and are then 

asked to fill out the assessment, made my Nives and me, shown in Figure 1. 

Identity Self-Assessment #1
Thursday, September 13, 2018

How does solidarity look and/or impact schooling? Supervising? Your identity?
Schooling

(in PK-12 settings)
 Supervising

(in BE3, 
CalTeach, the GSE)

Your identity 

solidarity 

liberation

transformation

colonization

white supremacy

patriarchy 

heteronormativity

social justice

Figure 1: Identity self-assessment

Several field supervisor stances emerged from our review of this self-assessment. 

Notably, 100% of field supervisors did not fully complete the assessment. Our discovery 

here was that even though they were in attendance, many field supervisors chose to 

take what we refer to as passive oppositional stances. For example, one field supervisor 

consumed the self-assessment time by asking why the assessment was formatted in this 
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way, and by playing the role of wordsmith with key terms that had long ago been vetted 

by the program directors.

In her field notes, Nives observed:

Because several strolled in late, they reduced the amount of time allotted to 

complete the chart. Folks took the liberty of choosing not to respond to the 

prompts and/or take stances that communicated some confusion about the data 

they were being asked to provide and why they were in the room. The instructions 

to complete this task were on the worksheet and displayed on a large monitor. 

I saw people stroll in, look at the monitor, and commence to chat while others 

got to work. Again, the instinctive choice adults in professional spaces make are 

telling of the value they place on the people and context in which they are.

We can only assume that if the task at hand did not expose their own 

consciousness and dysconsciousness about issues of social justice, they might have had 

less trouble getting started and doing the assessment without question. When reviewing 

and analyzing the grids and what was actually completed, we found that most could 

define gender and sexual oppression, but issues related to race and/or colonial settlerism 

had limited or blank responses. The phrases “White privilege” and “needing to be aware 

of it” were offered as explanations (by over half of the field supervisors) of how White 

supremacy and colonization impact schooling. We realized quickly that we would need to 

push the group beyond individual prejudice awareness and into understanding collective 

action on a personal and systems front in relation to their job description as a field 

supervisor.

The second time we introduced this activity, it appeared in a PD session as a 

self-assessment that provided field supervisors a chance to consider one aspect of their 

identity and how it impacts their supervision. Once they documented this, we moved 
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into a circle and did a “whip around,” in which each field supervisor picked a row on the 

self-assessment grid and read across it. From analyzing their completed grids, we noted 

that over 65% of the field supervisors chose White supremacy as the identity they wanted 

to explore.

To dive in to the rationale behind the aspect of their identity they were committing 

to investigate, we set up four chairs in the middle of the room, creating a fishbowl. The 

participants in the fishbowl were asked the following questions: What comes up for 

you when asked to talk about how your identity shows up in your supervision work? 

Why did you choose to share what you shared? What are you editing as you share out 

loud and why?

A key finding that emerged from the fishbowl portion of the PD was that when 

field supervisors shared out loud, they placed the focus on their preservice student 

teachers. Field supervisors were noticing the poor quality of some of the field placement 

assignments. They cited overtly racist statements by preservice teachers but linked them 

to the unreflective teaching styles and lack of support in field placement from cooperating 

teachers. These observations were grounded in their own day-to-day experiences in 

the field.

We felt that their critique demonstrated a disappointment in working with 

cooperating teachers who were no further along than themselves in preparing preservice 

teachers on issues of equity and social justice. To respond, we took steps outside of 

this PAR project to request more viable field placement settings for our students and to 

conduct more rigorous training and selection for cooperating teachers. However, we also 

knew we could not place all the responsibility on the cooperating teacher.

In our discussion after this portion of the PD, Nives and I also shared that we 

felt a sense of urgency to help field supervisors locate their own sphere of influence in 

the preservice student teachers’ development. We determined that each field supervisor 
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needed to understand their own positionality and the power they hold. Field supervisors 

were not acknowledging their own lack of understanding or need for learning around 

issues of critical consciousness. As evidenced in their comments about the identity 

statement and in our field notes, they were instead pointing to deficiencies among 

preservice and cooperating teachers.

Implicit bias work. When we saw the struggle field supervisors had helping 

preservice teachers challenge inequity, we determined that they needed support to talk 

publicly about their own bias and to identify their power to interrupt bias. For this reason, 

Nives gave each supervisor an assignment to complete a four-part implicit bias module 

training developed by the Kirwan Institute at Ohio State University. The module took 

participants through implicit bias work across various aspects of identity including 

religion, gender, and race.

The field supervisors completed the modules remotely, at their own pace, between 

two of the professional learning sessions. This intersession work included writing 

a reflection paper on the experience of completing the implicit bias inventories and 

training and the potential implications for their own work. At the subsequent professional 

development meeting, the first hour was given to sharing participants’ reflections and 

discussing the impact on their future work as field supervisors.

Our field notes from this professional development meeting indicated that all field 

supervisors who were present had completed the modules. The overwhelming majority 

of the field supervisors shared that they had discovered through completing the training 

that they had a preference for European American (White) children and people. Yet the 

majority of the White field supervision team did not express any concerns about this 

result or suggest that they would consider doing something different in their job duties or 

their approaches with their colleagues or preservice teachers. What we did not hear made 

us feel a combination of feelings all at once: we were mad, sad, and a bit bamboozled. 
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All the talk about wanting to prepare folks for social justice felt empty and conditional or 

situational—it was evoked in professional learning spaces, but it evaporated outside the 

training room walls.

What did we want to hear? For starters: “I am horrified by the pain I can cause 

to students because of my bias.” Instead, we heard that they were worried about saying 

the wrong thing. This felt like protection of ego and job position. We heard many field 

supervisors talk about “aspiring” or “trying” to claim privilege and bias as end goals. 

Again, while we fundamentally believe in concepts of continual and complex learning, 

we wondered who benefits when teacher education faculty are in a perpetual stance of 

“trying” or “becoming” around anti-racist education. In this regard, Nives speculated, 

perhaps “We are just making White folks less dangerous.”

A review of the written reflections also revealed that many of the field supervisors 

chose to explore issues of gender and religion instead of discussing their racial 

preferences and biases. This disconnect was interesting to us and we asked about it in 

the professional development session. Many shared that they were in the process of 

trying or aspiring to confront that privilege or bias in a day-to-day way, but that it was 

difficult work. They thanked us for holding the space to have the conversation. Several 

participants welled up and/or cried. It is important to note that while there was emotion 

in the room, Nives and I were more interested in understanding what it would take for 

these emotions to translate into visible practices that could affect preservice teacher 

development. We decided it was important for field supervisors to recall and articulate 

how their implicit biases and stances on equity have (or have not) developed over time.

Autobiography work. To this end, as part of this PAR, field supervisors were 

asked to complete an autobiography of their own and share it during the PD. Nives’ field 
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notes explain her rationale and forestall any perceptions about lack of time or clarity of 

task that she knew would arise with this assignment:

I assigned the Identity Autobiography to the supervisors because the student 

teachers do one during their fi rst summer in the BE3 program. It is but one entry 

point into racial self-identifi cation, personal narrative, and norming dialogue 

about race which I believe is a fertile place from which supervisors can build 

relationships with student teachers. But, before that step I wanted supervisors 

to build relationships with each other and share their Identity Autobiographies 

during our PD. All PD assignments are given with a month’s advance notice to 

ensure that supervisors have a chance to complete the task and give it their full 

eff ort and attention.

To make sure fi eld supervisors understood the context in which the assignment 

was given to student teachers, Nives included the exact assignment as listed on the online 

learning management system and attached her own racial autobiography. Figure 1.1 

shows the description that was included in an email to fi eld supervisors.

Figure 1.1: Racial autobiography assignment
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Data from Nives’ field notes and the autobiographies submitted through the online 

learning management system shows that some supervisors either opted out of the PD, 

didn’t complete the work until that morning (we could see the scramble to type and print 

prior to the meeting), and/or wrote less than the requisite page requirements—much 

less. An analysis comparing field notes to our post-PD discussion shows our collective 

struggle and continual metacognition about the difficulty of managing and pushing past 

Whiteness with White faculty. For example, Nives had shared her own racial identity 

autobiography “to make clear that she was all in and to model that we should be working 

in concert with students particularly around disrupting Whiteness, identity, race, and 

anti-racist work” (Nives field notes). Nives shared that she knew “some folks like to 

hang out in ‘I’m just listening to learn’ land and would have been just fine if a few folks 

volunteered to share their [racial] Identity Autobiography while they ‘listened.’” So as a 

precaution and to foster more engagement and critical participation, we broke them into 

small sharing groups of three.

With the aid of a speaking and listening protocol, every person in the room 

had uninterrupted time to share their racial identity and talk about how it had shaped 

their educational experience and desire to teach. We listened in on the turn-taking 

and took notes, anticipating that our ironclad protocol would disrupt White talk and 

democratize the conversation in a more authentic way. We were wrong. We began to 

conclude that field supervisor resistance and conservatism was a significant factor in 

the dysconsciousness of the preservice teachers on whom we were so focused. We 

realized that the field supervisors were upholding Whiteness through their refusal to 

professionally develop and by evoking volunteerism (which is code for opting out) when 

asked to examine race.

Opting out, volunteerism, and other artful dodging tactics. Nives’ notes 

reveal that she was triggered by “the artful dodging I heard White folks doing” despite 
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our best laid plans to support sharing and equitable participation. While listening in, 

she noted that she heard “retreat into being a woman, being a mother, being a Jew.” 

The following excerpt from Nives’ field notes demonstrates the continued presence of 

colorblind ideologies among the field supervisors, the very folks tasked with disrupting 

this phenomenon with preservice teachers.

Included in the assembled group was Bebe. This particular supervisor had lodged 

a complaint based on her perception of my vocal tone, facial expressions, and 

intentions toward her during a supervisor meeting focused on unpacking the 

results of our individual implicit bias results. I was wary of her in this supervisor 

PD where, once again, I had designed a learning environment around racial 

identity and racialized experiences. All I remember of her sharing was her flushed 

neck and chest and the quaver in her voice as she named herself quickly “White 

woman,” then launched into a story about not being aware of race because she 

never saw any people of color (Uh-oh, she’s about to get a Ph.D.). The protocol 

I had the supervisors using asks that participants hold the silence even if the 

speaker is silent and says they have nothing more to say. Bebe had a few minutes 

left to speak and desperately looked back at me, disrupting the hushed tones of 

other small groups in the room to ask, “Is time almost up?” I replied, “No, Bebe, 

keep going.”

Later in our discussion, Nives shared that she was mindful “of my [her] lack of 

trust for White people to do this work on their own and was careful to listen more openly 

in light of that fact.” This was remarkable to me at the time. As a Black woman, she knew 

she was coming in ready to be disappointed and was consciously widening the aperture to 

be more open and ready for any kind of engagement. Later, in her notes, she wrote about 
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the sharing protocol described above, “I wondered if any of the supervisors had noticed 

that Sonal and I were not participating and if they noticed, were they glad?”

In this retelling, Nives exposed an undercurrent that was at play at in the program 

long before we began this PAR study. A year before this study, she was the subject of a 

complaint about her work style and product from one of the field supervisors. The field 

supervisor claimed that she felt intimidated and unsafe because of assignments she was 

told to complete in my practicum course and Nives’ health course. In my practicum 

course, she was asked, alongside all folks in the program, to complete implicit bias 

modules to better understand her own positionality. In her health course, Nives had 

created classroom learning in which preservice teachers shared previous traumas and 

experiences.

I had noted that in my practicum course, the preservice teachers were participating 

in affinity groups and had emergent interracial dialogue, but the field supervisor group 

was not able to jump in and model interracial talk. This field supervisor in particular was 

completely paralyzed. The human resources personnel and the teacher education program 

director revealed to Nives that the field supervisor in question struggled with issue of race 

and open discussions in which people of color were honest about their experiences. This 

field supervisor was also uncomfortable when White preservice teachers spoke about the 

impact of their own Whiteness. She had declared the work unsafe and accused Nives of 

making her afraid and unable to work.

Based on these claims, the director created a position within field supervision 

whereby this particular field supervisor was given direction to engage in literacy-based 

lesson observations only with each preservice teacher, thereby removing her from 

holding a large supervisorial group. Because she was guaranteed a field supervisor 

position as a current Graduate Student Instructor (GSI), earning fee remission during her 

doctoral work, this accommodation allowed her to work at the same pay but have less 
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overall impact on the preservice teacher cohort. The teacher education program director 

determined that focusing the supervision on literacy could help the field supervisor skirt 

some of the racist and dysconscious comments she had been making.

Months later, during such a literacy observation, the field supervisor engaged with 

a Black male elementary student in an aggressive and disrespectful manner (making the 

student cry) and was asked by the principal and cooperating teacher not to return to the 

school. Finally, at this point, this field supervisor was released from her position. This 

mid-semester release resulted in Nives and I taking over her literacy observations. The 

impact this event had on Nives and me, as faculty of color, was profound. We realized 

that individuals who objected to our teaching because it made them uncomfortable would 

be legitimized and given safe haven in the form of simpler jobs at the same pay. We also 

learned that when we would later be called to repair these transgressions through PD, we 

would encounter a potentially disaffected audience.

In summary, we noticed that some field supervisors vigorously resisted reading 

and learning about structural racism in education. They balked at completing training 

modules about their own implicit bias or engaging in work that required a personal, local, 

and immediate focus on their own instructional practices and missteps. We couldn’t stay 

“macro,” nor could we go “micro” without repercussions. This was evidenced by the 

continual reminders and nudging Nives had to do to get folks to complete assignments.

This knowledge and background motivated us to continue our PAR work, but 

also made it rough going. The management approaches and lesson design techniques 

we centered in the preservice teacher coursework challenged field supervisors’ previous 

practices and exposed their lack of experience working with students of color or across 

difference. This professional learning series was calling that to attention.
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Nives recalls that this aspect of antiracist work and high expectations for 

preservice teachers created “the conditions for exposure of ineptitude, as well as 

productivity and impactful work.” She warned that

this was dangerous territory for us because previously hidden work habits and 

unchallenged stances were forcing folks out into the light. Rather than step up to 

the call of a new day in teacher education, some folks were enacting defensive/

protective behaviors.

This included not attending the professional learning series despite being explicitly 

told to do so by Nives and the program pathway director, or not completing required 

assignments as noted above.

Our discussion notes for future planning centered around a review of these 

reflections and findings. Our review led us to ask the following questions to address in the 

next phase of our PAR:

1. When are field supervisors engaging in issues of critical consciousness (CC) 

publicly? (Can we look for assets to amplify and not deficits to deepen?)

2. What aspects of the professional learning session provided an opt-out or 

enabled field supervisors to avoid issues of CC? (What alibis did we provide, 

unwittingly?)

3. How do we design and prepare the next professional learning session to 

eliminate those detours and sustain CC?

Movement #1: Making Thinking Visible

Nives and I chose to share with the field supervisors a strategy and modality, 

Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS), that the students were expected to use in their 

teaching. The VTS method was created by Abigail Housen, a cognitive psychologist 
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at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. VTS is targeted at developing creativity 

and thinking skills. It also presents a very effective method for tapping into students’ 

background knowledge. In doing so, it can make public one’s schema, worldview, and 

implicit bias(es).

Because discussion and questions have to be grounded in what is observable, the 

conversation in VTS stays local, immediate, and contextually grounded. VTS facilitators 

are tasked with maintaining a listening stance and not adding their own biases or curiosity 

into the event. We determined that VTS is helpful in privileging listening to understand, 

because the facilitator must continually ask the speaker to attend to the evidence at hand 

instead of using assumptions or defaulting to telling.

This approach can be parlayed into field supervision. We want field supervisors to 

encourage preservice teachers to use and reflect on evidence from the field to notice what 

shifts need to be made in teaching. We do not want field supervisors to engage in advice-

giving or list for preservice teachers what went well and what did not. Therefore, using 

the inductive nature of VTS to build the field supervisors’ skill in facilitating evidence-

based, constructive dialogue was one of our key strategies for establishing more critical 

discourse and disrupting White talk.

Each VTS session is comprised of a guide, participants, a visual art image, and 

three questions: “What is going on in this picture? What do you see that makes you say 

that? What more can you find?” The guide invites participants to look at the image for a 

minute or two. Without any reference to the artist or title, the guide simply asks, “What is 

going on in this picture (or image)?”

When a participant is speaking, the guide intentionally refrains from gestures, 

facial expressions, or commentary that may convey approval, disapproval, agreement, 

disagreement, excitement, or praise. Instead, the guide puts their energy into listening 

deeply, then paraphrasing what the participant said. This is followed by the second 
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question in the VTS cycle, “What do you see that makes you say that?” The guide 

continues to listen attentively, while pointing to specific features in the picture that the 

participant is referencing interspersed with paraphrases and check-ins, such as, “I heard 

you say . . . did I get that right?”

The VTS cycle is repeated long enough to give most, if not all, participants an 

opportunity to speak. As more thoughts are shared, the guide may call out trends or make 

connections between participants’ statements. Finally, the guide asks, “What more can 

you find?” At this point, participants begin to see things they did not see when they first 

viewed the image. Much of this has to do with the guide elevating the perceptions of the 

participants, thereby facilitating a process of equitable engagement.

VTS is a strategy that encourages viewers to look at an image and communicate 

their thinking about “what is going on” based on what can be seen in the picture. 

Each of us, though, assigns different meaning to the things we see, and that meaning 

is constructed though lived experience. The VTS process is subjective, which means 

deeply-held deficit or discriminatory beliefs, assumptions, and biases sometimes surface. 

Though the VTS guide does not express an opinion, the manner in which they tease out 

and paraphrase responses to “What do you see that makes you say that?” aims to support 

participants’ self-analysis and reflection through dialogue about an image. Our use of 

VTS provided a valuable assessment of how field supervisors observe, think, and speak.

First, our field note analysis showed there was an abundance of assumptions, as 

opposed to factual observations, in the participants’ statements. For example, one VTS 

picture featured a group of young Black girls sitting on a stoop with Barbies. The two 

White male field supervisors offered observations about “a child looking mad” or “about 

to fight,” along with many statements about perceived gender (a girl was called a boy 

because of gender-fluid clothing expression).
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Field supervisors were pressed by Nives, the facilitator, to describe what they saw 

that led them to make those statements. This was difficult for the group, as evidenced 

in my field notes by silence and the careful avoidance of owning their statements. For 

example, the two White men in the room referred to other people’s statements to explain 

why they had made statements about “a child looking mad.”

Second, our notes indicate that no one shared what they were wondering based on 

what they saw. They struggled to make statements using evidence from the photo. When 

they did, assumptions about race, gender, etc. arose. This is part of the point with VTS—

to make one’s thinking visible and to help the participants read the world more closely 

by understanding what they as participants are bringing into the mix. Using VTS with the 

group helped us illustrate the distinction between findings grounded in evidence versus 

statements based in assumptions. It also laid the foundation for probing why an individual 

thinks or knows something, as one of the routine questions in VTS is, “What do you see 

that makes you say that?”

Lastly, Nives and I saw a direct correlation between the skills and mindset 

established in VTS and the skills field supervisors need to engage with preservice student 

teachers in the field placement when unpacking a lesson observation. How do we help 

preservice teachers (and their field supervisors) see what actually happened, grounded 

in evidence, rather than what they think happened based on their emotional affect post-

teaching? Relatedly, how do we help them uncover the assumptions at play regarding 

issues of identity and equity by making visible their thinking and acting? We asked the 

group to consider how they can engage in a VTS kind of discussion during a lesson 

observation debrief conversation with their preservice student teacher. We collectively 

realized that if all they have is their field notes during a lesson observation, it won’t work. 

The preservice student teacher and the field supervisors have to be able to point to some 

form of evidence together.
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 Movement #2: Making Work Visible

One of the major components of the fi eld supervisor professional learning was to 

create a process through which the supervisors’ work and learning could be made visible. 

This process must be amenable to assessment and responsive professional learning 

tethered to real problems of practice or sites of positive deviance. At this juncture, we 

introduced video self-analysis (VSA) as a practice both preservice teachers and fi eld 

supervisors would use to ground conversations about growth in student teaching.

 VSA warm-up routine. Nives and I fi rst introduced the practice of video self-

analysis by piloting it with the elementary pathway preservice teachers in the practicum 

course we taught. In VSA, student teachers brought in a video clip (under 10 minutes) of 

themselves teaching in their fi eld placement. Then, in class, they engaged in the routine 

shown in Figure 1.2, which represents the slide deck of the warm-up to begin class.

Figure 1.2: VSA warm-up routine

A key part of the routine was to bring in a video clip of teaching from the fi eld 

every week. When students entered our supervised teaching seminar course, they began 
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with VSA. Using the protocols outlined by Kane, Gehlbach, Greenberg, Quinn & Thal 

(2015), we asked students to begin each class session by bringing in a clip of teaching no 

longer than fi ve minutes. At the start of class, students were asked to fi rst view the clip 

and note what irrelevant details they focused on. Then they viewed the clip again, going 

deeper. With this protocol commencing each class, they were quickly able, by the third or 

fourth time we routinized VSA, to view the clip once and jot down irrelevant and relevant 

fi ndings simultaneously.

 VSA online and written refl ection assignment. Eventually, the VSA protocol 

became habitualized and preservice student teachers were assigned a VSA with a written 

refl ection each week as part of the practicum course. This assignment replaced the 

refl ective journal writing based on classroom observations that were historically part of 

our course assignments. Figure 1.3 presents a description of the new assignment.

Figure 1.3: VSA written refl ection assignment
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We quickly discovered that using Google to share videos and sending compressed 

video links was not sustainable with the current learning management system, as 

numerous technical difficulties led to inconsistent video uploading and viewing on the 

part of the students. The timely submission of video was not possible without exploring 

a new platform. When Nives and I were able to demonstrate to the program directors the 

value of video self-analysis and the necessity of engaging in this process frequently and 

garnering the field supervisors’ feedback, we were able to push for a new platform.

With the new platform, called “GoReact,” preservice student teachers could film 

in the classroom using their mobile phone or tablet and the video would automatically 

upload to a platform that allowed field supervisors both to view the video and to comment 

using timestamps. Due to the public nature of the platform, multiple field supervisors, 

instructors, and even classmates could view the videos, make comments marked with 

specific timestamps, and engage in an online dialogue. As we continued to use this online 

platform, we discovered that we could create markers (or labels) within the platform 

identifying key features we wanted to see in teaching. A potential outcome of this 

PAR research project, beyond the scope of this dissertation, will be to create a bank of 

markings that align with moves we want to see preservice student teachers make, along 

with the kinds of feedback we want to elicit from field supervisors.

When analyzing data from the VSA reflections submitted by preservice teachers 

and the comments or feedback given by field supervisors, we identified some low-

hanging fruit around feedback expectations. Right off the bat, there was a need for 

preservice student teachers to determine importance, or be more selective, in regard to 

what they were videotaping, what the viewing goal was, and what kind of feedback they 

were seeking. We began requiring preservice student teachers to identify their viewing 

goal and content objective goal in the weekly VSA reflection submission.
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With this information, field supervisors could better focus on providing the kind 

of feedback the preservice student teacher expected and needed. Lack of alignment with 

or feedback on an actual viewing or content objective goal, we realized, could exacerbate 

the kinds of platitudes and unproductive discourse that already plagued field supervisor 

and preservice student teacher conversational cycles. For example, when reviewing the 

field supervisors’ feedback on weekly VSA submissions through the GoReact platform, 

we found that field supervisors said things like, “Good job!” and “You are very natural 

at____” without offering any evidence grounded in teacher action or student action 

towards a specific goal.

When Nives and I began to review the feedback on this online platform and 

noted the array of platitudes and lack of critical feedback, we saw a rich opening or 

opportunity for on-the-spot professional development for the field supervisors. We 

decided to model giving critical feedback using evidence-based questioning by jumping 

on the platform and commenting on VSAs alongside the field supervisors. We told the 

field supervisors we would be doing this to model how to make connections between field 

placement teaching and concepts that were taught in the practicum course. We also said 

we would be modeling how to disrupt White talk or platitudes/nice talk with preservice 

student teachers.

When we started to engage in this way, we found we had to take one of two 

stances. First, with some, we had to model critical feedback. We did this by using 

evidence of teacher or student action to present data that challenged the field supervisor’s 

observation that all was good. For example, a field supervisor offers a compliment and 

I provide more critical feedback before and after her statements. This kind of modeling 

for the field supervisors has been essential in challenging them to push their own 

relationships with their mentees.
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It is also modeling for the student teacher to expect more inquiry and rigor. Figure 

1.4 presents a sample of feedback provided on the GoReact online platform, where VSA 

clips are uploaded and fi eld supervisors comment. The fi eld supervisor’s comment is 

between my comments on the same clip. The fi eld supervisor’s name is redacted.

Figure 1.4: VSA online feedback #1

Second, some fi eld supervisors enjoyed off ering suggestions and advice but 

needed guidance to prompt their mentees to do some more envisioning and questioning 

behind their decision points as student teachers. Giving advice was not fostering agency 

or self-effi  cacy. For example, another fi eld supervisor off ers a suggestion and I reframe 

it a bit to ask the preservice student teacher to do some of their own thinking. Figure 1.5 

depicts the fi eld supervisor’s comment above my comment on the same clip. The fi eld 

supervisor’s name is redacted.

Figure 1.5: VSA online feedback #2
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This is not to say that suggestions are not appropriate at times. However, they 

should be anchored in the theory and practices we are teaching so students can learn to 

be critical consumers of our suggestions. I model this in the same feedback session in 

which the fi eld supervisor has been off ering suggestions like using a sentence starter to 

get conversation going, as the class was quiet and the usual suspects were participating 

with the raise-your-hand protocol the student teacher was using. Figure 1.6 depicts 

my comment.

Figure 1.6: VSA online feedback #3

In summary, the platform and practice of VSA aff orded us a window into the 

relationship between fi eld supervisor and preservice teacher with regard to actual fi eld-

based, moment-to-moment teaching commentary and feedback. We had long been able 

to see feedback on written refl ections or lesson plans, but not on actual live teaching. 

What was most revelatory was to see how frequently fi eld supervisors give “feel good” 

feedback or off er suggestions and advice. It was also clear that none of the feedback on 

the platform included racial language or concrete discussions about race, gender, and 

identity (especially with regard to discipline disproportionality, Black hypervisibility, or 

culturally insensitive comments).

 VSA in new lesson observation cycle. In an eff ort to move beyond basic 

improvements in feedback cycles and touch on issues of critical consciousness more 

pointedly, we determined it was important to include VSA in the live lesson observation 
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cycle that field supervisors participate in with their preservice student-teacher four to six 

times a semester. VSA was included, as part of this PAR, as one of the major changes 

to the current lesson observation and debrief conversation cycle. In her field notes, 

Nives observed:

The implementation of this practice was an immediate response to the terms of 

the BE3 Identity…and an example of how methods, when used to their fullest 

and correctly can deepen classroom practices but also make the work of student 

teachers and the field supervisors’ work public and scrutable.

VSA of preservice teacher lesson. We started by asking elementary pathway 

field supervisors to use VSA with their preservice teachers within the lesson observation 

cycle. In their lesson plan, submitted to field supervisors in advance of the lesson, 

preservice teachers were asked to identify the 3-7 minutes of video they wanted the field 

supervisor to record for VSA, as an entry into their debrief conversation. During the live 

lesson observation, in addition to their normal written note taking, field supervisors used 

a tablet or phone to video record the 3-7 minutes marked in the lesson plan.

After the lesson observation was complete and before they engaged in a post-

lesson observation debrief conversation, the field supervisor and student teacher revisited 

the viewing goal in the lesson plan and watched the 3-7 minute clip while taking notes. 

Though we previously began by asking for a 5-10 minute clip, we became more precise 

in what we needed and adjusted to 3-7 minutes. In this manner, student teachers were 

able to view themselves and take a moment to ground the post-lesson observation debrief 

conversation in evidence, and not just their memory, of teaching. Figure 1.7 documents 

the new lesson observation cycle Nives and I created to articulate what a complete lesson 

observation should look like from beginning to end. The graphic illustrates timelines, 

location (online, in person), and basic directions. The tasks that are additional, as result 
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of this PAR work, are denoted in gold. The field supervisor’s written reflections and the 

VSA recordings, along with viewing goals, are all new.

Figure 1.7: Lesson observation cycle with VSA
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Field supervisors’ initial reactions to incorporating VSA ranged from excitement 

to technical confusion to concerns about how this practice would impact their workload 

in terms of offering feedback on the VSAs and being expected to record in this way in the 

field. With ample modeling from Nives, the elementary pathway field supervisors quickly 

found the process routine, and Nives noted that they were able to have a more shared 

discussion about the event that just took place. The 3-7 minutes of viewing time also gave 

the student teacher a chance to decompress after having been “on stage” and to reflect a 

bit, mainly by being able to attend more closely to what they were doing and what the 

students were doing. This viewing protocol also afforded the field supervisors some time 

to gather their thoughts and consider their strategy in regards to the debrief discussion, as 

well as to see a portion of the event again.

VSA of field supervisor lesson debrief conversation with preservice teacher. 

With the VSA for the student teacher in place and eventually spread to the other 

pathways, Nives and I found that we still had to rely on the student teachers’ written 

reflections, often completed days after the lesson observation, to determine how 

effective the debrief with the field supervisor had been. Nives shared with me during 

our discussions that in her meetings with field supervisors, they often shared how their 

mentees were just not grasping certain concepts or taking the advice they were giving. 

This made us wonder about the quality of these conversations and what it would be like if 

these conversations were made more public.

To this end, as part of this PAR study, we asked the field supervisors across all 

pathways to begin to record the post-lesson observation debrief conversation as a form 

of VSA for the field supervisor. This meant that after the lesson observation and after 

viewing the student teachers’ VSA, the field supervisors would use the tablet to record 

themselves engaging the student teachers in a debrief discussion. Nives and I, alongside 
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the field supervisor, would then analyze this recording, focusing on individual field 

supervisor development and as a guide to planning the field supervisor PD sessions.

During a field supervisor PD session, Nives modeled recording herself and 

played a recording of her post-lesson observation debrief conversation with one of her 

supervisees. In order to review the larger process, she shared the lesson template, the 

student teacher’s video viewing objective as it appeared in the BE3 elementary lesson 

planning template, and two minutes of the student teacher’s VSA clip. Then Nives 

introduced the video of her debrief conversation with the student teacher.

The field supervisors observed how Nives framed the purpose of the debrief, 

targeted the video viewing goals, and engaged the student teacher in reflection based in 

evidence and for future action as a teacher. Nives also asked the field supervisors to note 

how White talk was at play or disruptive in her conversation. In the two examples Nives 

shared over two sessions, she modeled making statements grounded in evidence and 

pushing student teachers in their thinking by drawing their attention to the role of race, 

gender, and issues of identity in the room.

In one example, a student teacher wanted to engage students in more equitable 

participation during a math lesson, yet defaulted to calling on the same usual suspects 

who raised their hands. Nives brought this to the attention of the student teacher by also 

layering in gender and race. The student teacher engaged with Nives’ questioning and 

observations fully. This kind of rigor and realness in the post-lesson observation debrief 

conversation creates the conditions and context we both see as for critical consciousness 

to develop.

After viewing the video of one of Nives’ debrief conversations, one field 

supervisor observed, “It’s hard to get that close when you don’t see them often and we 

don’t have that long to debrief.” Nives saw this as another detour. She responded, “This 

isn’t about time. That debrief was less than 30 minutes.”
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I could tell that Nives was not going to let the field supervisors walk away 

believing that the breakthroughs she had with the student teachers, as evidenced in 

the VSA recordings, were about her specialness or some unique set of circumstances. 

We wanted the field supervisors to feel optimistic and self-efficacious about their own 

capacity to engage in and direct such post-lesson observation debrief conversations. But 

they did not feel this way. They searched for exceptionality and declined self-reflection 

and setting goals in favor of proffering excuses.

To better understand why the field supervisors struggled to interrupt White 

talk, we asked them to tell us why they couldn’t move beyond platitudes in post-

lesson observation debrief conversations. In a professional development session, field 

supervisors were asked to complete a written reflection based on this prompt: What 

patterns or trends in your communication and behavior with supervisees have you noticed 

in your supervision debrief videos? The field supervisors listed patterns such as:

1. Being a “little bit back and forth on the empathy front” because I want to 

acknowledge the challenges I am peppering them with

2. Talking less and asking more questions

3. Making too many suggestions

4. Not pushing my supervisees to articulate specific goals

5. Haven’t done the work enough to notice patterns

6. Struggling with direct communication about what I see, giving 

suggestions instead

7. Avoiding raising uncomfortable issues around what I notice

8. Giving strategies that worked for me
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To understand why they thought those patterns or trends occurred, we then gave 

them a subsequent prompt: What might that [the patterns or trends you described] be 

code for? Below is a summary of the field supervisors’ responses in their own words:

1. I want to be liked.

2. I don’t want to add to your [preservice teacher] workload.

3. I want to protect my relationship with supervisees, not hurt feelings.

4. I want to be nice. I don’t want them to think I’m mean or tough.

5. I don’t want to impose my noticings on my supervisees.

6. I give suggestions to feel relevant and useful.

7. I don’t want to be seen as overbearing.

8. I struggle balancing too direct and too nice (or not communicating 

anything really).

9. I worry about being perceived as not having anything to offer, like I’m not in a 

position to be supervisor.

10. I don’t want to be a White woman telling student teachers of color what works 

with students of color.

Our review of these responses revealed several themes. One theme was a desire to 

be liked and befriended. This perhaps stems from a fear among field supervisors of losing 

their good standing with their supervisees for pushing too hard or incorrectly.

A second theme was a fear of being perceived as mean. Many were concerned 

about receiving poor evaluations for being too rigorous, damaging the relationship 

necessary to do ongoing work. As a result, there seemed to be a silent contract between 

field supervisor and supervisee that Nives and I defined as: You don’t ask me for too much 

and I’ll say you are great and helpful.
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The imposter syndrome was at play in the third theme. One field supervisor in 

particular, a current doctoral student serving in the role as a GSI, articulated her unease 

at being positioned as a field supervisor after only four years of classroom teaching. She 

questioned what she could offer and how she could be credible in guiding her supervisees 

through problems of practice she hadn’t confronted herself.

Lastly, White supervisors expressed concern about being positioned to notice 

or call out issues of race, and feared being labeled racist for pointing out the presence 

of racism. Specifically, one White field supervisor shared that she felt unprepared to 

mentor supervisees of color and guide them through working with students of color. 

This statement represented dysconsciousness about who is able to inform and produce 

equitable teaching for students of color. Somehow she had determined, perhaps through 

White guilt, that only people of color could serve students of color. She had also, rather 

conveniently, absolved herself of responsibility for developing the critical consciousness 

of preservice teachers of color.

What concerned Nives and me about this last example was that the field 

supervisor had glazed over the kinds of oppressions preservice teachers of color may be 

acting out. This confirmed for us that our program was not producing field supervisors 

who could engage preservice teachers of color. In our discussions, we reaffirmed each 

other’s worry that preservice teachers of color could exit our program with a false sense 

of efficacy because they were denied valuable critique and feedback about their practices 

and potential biases. We realized we would need to model how we push past some 

of the reasons field supervisors gave for why they do not challenge student teachers. 

Specifically, we needed to point out where these unproductive stances appeared in the 

VSA feedback and lesson observation debrief conversations.

Using our own VSA to model going beyond “being nice.” Knowing these 

excuses and fears were at play, Nives continued to demonstrate her VSA recordings 
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in order to provide a counter story. Her VSA showed her using questioning routines to 

enable her preservice teachers to identify points of conflict and discrepancy between 

intention (lesson design plan) and impact (student learning or experience). For example, 

in one recording the student teacher is glossing over a major transgression that triggered a 

student behaviorally. Nives’ VSA captures a scene in which she asks the student teacher, 

Brook, to explain the events that led up to her grabbing a paper out of a Black male 

student’s hands.

Brook does not believe that she snatched the paper from the student or committed 

any microaggression. Nives uses cognitive coaching stems and references to Brook’s 

VSA (the recording of her actually teaching) to ask for evidence and lead her up to 

noticing the event from the student’s perspective. Nives locates the event in the VSA and 

asks, “What was it about taking [the paper] from [the Black student] and how did you 

reconcile that after you realized you had snatched it out of his hand?”

The use of clear language that did not mystify racial positionality interrupted the 

student teacher’s previous perception that the teaching was “fine.” She got teary upon 

realizing that she had violated the student’s personal space and humanity by grabbing 

the paper out of his hands. However, she persevered through the discussion, listening, 

engaging, and evaluating the moves she made and could have made in the lesson.

The recorded conversation between Nives and Brook makes visible Brook’s 

initial denial, Nives’ concise questioning, and Brook’s eventual acknowledgment of the 

transgression. When Brook broke down and began to cry, Nives persisted in encouraging 

her to rethink her way through the series of events and to identify the antecedent and 

potential escape routes towards a different outcome. What was evident in the recording 

was that Nives was both warm and demanding in her feedback at this point. Nives let 

Brook know that she was talking straight to her because she was confident in Brook’s 

ability to really listen and move forward. Brook understood and stayed completely 
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engaged, even though tears were splashing down. When Nives showed this VSA 

recording to the group of field supervisors, they were visibly moved. Our field notes 

indicate that two of the supervisors commented on how Nives and Brook must have a 

strong relationship, that they must be close.

My field notes indicate that when this example was screened in front of the field 

supervisor group, the field supervisors were hushed and then in awe of Nives. Nives and 

I both noted in our subsequent discussion that several field supervisors seemed to want 

to say, “You were too harsh.” What they saw on the screen was a Black woman making a 

young White woman cry. But no one said it out loud.

Nives was hoping someone would ask her some real questions, but that did not 

happen either. Instead, they began to attribute Nives’ clarity and care in engaging in 

critical dialogue to the relationship she has built with her supervisees. My field notes 

from the day offer insight into how the field supervisors interpreted these exchanges. One 

field supervisor stated, “It is so clear that they trust you and you are close.” While some 

would interpret that statement as a compliment, Nives did not. She was quick to respond 

that the interaction had nothing to do with trust or closeness. She shared that because she 

speaks the truth, then hangs in long enough to help the student teacher understand it and 

develop from it, she is able to go there. However, she doesn’t wait for trust to be real. 

She just is.

Nives explained that the relationship was strong because she provided clear, sharp 

feedback along with strong lesson planning support. Nives pointed out that she did not 

engage in White talk in the VSA. Nives stated several times that she did not “wait for 

a relationship” in order to move past niceties, and that the concept of being close was 

irrelevant to the work. Nives’ field notes from this portion of the PD show that the field 

supervisors were very engaged and seemed to finally see the potential power of VSA. 
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This was evident in this quote I captured in my field note from a field supervisor, a White 

woman, during the closing reflection:

I need to be better at being able to respond, push, question in the moment, quickly. 

Things come to me later upon reflection, hours later. Some of it is the way I 

am and some of it is Whiteness. Niceness. I recognize it as one of my central 

challenges, building up my capacity to respond quickly and in the moment.

Post-VSA written reflections by field supervisors. After screening the VSA of 

her post-lesson observation debrief conversation, Nives also shared what Brook wrote in 

her written reflection. This written reflection is also part of the new lesson observation 

cycle we designed. Brook not only referenced the conversation but began to adopt the 

language of critical consciousness, calling out the role of race, gender, and identity. Nives 

then shared her own written reflection, made after reading Brook’s written reflection. 

Nives’ writing demonstrated that she evaluated her efficacy as a field supervisor based 

on what Brook could demonstrate in her writing, not based on what Nives thought she 

had taught.

Nives’ written reflection also demonstrated that she had next steps and goals for 

growth, both for her own field supervision and for Brook, that would naturally inform 

how she engages in the lesson observation cycle. Nives critiqued herself in this written 

reflection based on what Brook wrote. She identified some areas in which she could have 

been more precise in her feedback both during the observation and previously, during the 

lesson plan feedback phase.

My field notes for this portion of the PD show that the field supervisors praised 

Nives for being a good field supervisor. I noted that we would need to investigate the 

tendency of the group to give praise when hard words are spoken or shared. I documented 

in my field notes that field supervisors also began to see the power of the lesson 
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observation cycle in its totality, especially the power of video recording themselves and 

their supervisee.

The field supervisors engaged very positively in the PD sessions that outlined 

and demonstrated the field supervisor VSA and the new lesson observation cycle. In our 

subsequent discussions, Nives remarked that the field supervisors had “shown up” in 

these sessions a way that hadn’t occurred earlier. She noted that

we’re in a good place because . . . I think today’s focus on looking at student 

work, how we talk to students, how we disrupt White talk. I mean just from their 

body language, the look on people’s faces, they seem to be leaning in to what they 

need to pay attention to and begin to shift their practice.

In our discussion, I asked Nives how she knew that folks were leaning in.

Nives: I was really paying more attention to what the White folks were doing 

and not doing than I was to generally what the folks of color were doing and not 

doing. Which I need to note and think more about.

Sonal: How do you know you were doing that?

Nives: Because you asking me the question, I’m reflecting back on the White 

folks are always my litmus test for how hard I have to push and so I feel like 

there’s some real hard pushing that’s in front of us. Because it’s a very light 

touch still.

Nives also noted that some supervisors were in an emergent state of excitement about the 

multiple uses of video in the observation process. She observed, “these are the folks that 

started off hesitant, but are taking up the debrief video process with gusto because they 
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see how it grows their awareness of their hidden biases and supports student teachers to 

do real thinking.”

To leverage the deeper self-reflection that several field supervisors were 

demonstrating and to create a culture of critical friendship, Nives asked several field 

supervisors to share their own VSA along with a problem of practice, then engage in 

a consultancy protocol. In a consultancy protocol, field supervisors bring a dilemma 

or problem of practice to their colleagues. Constructivist listening routines, like the 

consultancy protocol, require active listening, clarifying, and probing to create a space 

in which the presenter’s dilemma is given deep consideration. Off-topic comments and 

questions asked to satisfy the listener’s curiosity are forbidden. The intent of the routine 

is to make visible the work, thinking, and next steps of the presenter.

In the first two PD sessions in which we held a consultancy protocol (February 

and March), the field supervisors had shied away from bringing up issues of race, gender, 

and identity, instead masking the problems of practice in edu-speak. However, over 

time they began using the language of White talk and implicit bias to begin to respond 

to more probing questions from the group when led by Nives. For example, in the April 

PD session, the problem of practice in the consultancy protocol was centered on race and 

gender. A White male field supervisor, who in the fall had been reluctant to complete PD 

assignments or talk about race, shared in April during a closing reflection:

This has been nice, recognizing bias. Becoming aware. And now I am wondering 

what tools are there to help. I am hungering for something tangible, something 

definite, something actionable. Then I question that. Is that asking or wanting that 

getting in the way of that, getting in the way of doing something?

We remarked that this reflection showed this field supervisor’s own meta-

awareness of how he may be avoiding taking action or preventing himself from doing 
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the work of disrupting bias. Yet he is clearly asking for help in a way that is personal and 

local. Though several field supervisors shared that they were gaining traction in their 

practice and engaging their supervisees in noticing issues of inequity, Nives and I have 

found that changing the protocol for lesson observation cycles across a teacher education 

program is slow work.

For example, in multiple PD sessions in the fall (September-October), Nives 

modeled how to launch the VSA debrief so that the preservice teacher is: a) taking up 

more of the speaking time, and b) asked to restate the viewing goal and content objective 

in order to stay on point. An excerpt from Nives’ November field notes showed how field 

supervisors failed to follow directions and, in effect, weakened the purpose of the VSA 

and new lesson observation cycle:

Now that video self-reflection (VSA) for student teachers and video debriefs 

are being used by supervisors, I am still seeing what appears to be intentional 

omission of steps within the observation cycle process and failure to review 

student reflections in a timely manner. One example of what I refer to as 

“intentional omission” is where a few of the supervisors have not been asking 

the student teachers to restate their video viewing objective at the start of the 

debrief video. This step is essential in that it sets up the student teacher to take 

responsibility for the evidence in their teaching video and next steps that must 

emerge in order to direct subsequent instruction. The student teacher should 

be doing most of the talking at the beginning of the video, with the supervisor 

asking clarifying questions as needed. Instead, I have viewed videos where the 

supervisor has gone rogue and is delivering a monologue that is not productive for 

the student teacher.
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Despite these challenges, by April we found that field supervisors were beginning 

to internalize the benefits of VSA for creating conversation about antiracist teaching. My 

field notes from our April PD session capture a conversation during a check-in between 

two field supervisors, a White woman and an Asian man:

Ellie: I’ve been trying to be aware of intersections of race, gender, and 

community. Video has been really important. I can ask, What makes you say that? 

And then if they can’t point to evidence, I can question their framing. I can push. I 

have the video to do that. I can talk about how it’s not objective but interpretation. 

We can talk about where that interpretation comes from.

Peter: Thinking about how “when we hear something racist we interrupt” makes it 

seem like the racist comment is a record scratch, an interruption to something we 

have to disrupt. But really it feels like the norm. How do we watch [VSA] to train 

our discourse?

White Talk

As Peter noted, the field supervisors needed to develop a new discourse to 

interrupt the normalcy of racism in our educational work within our teacher education 

program. Nives and I planned in this PAR study to uncover the tools educators can use to 

build critical consciousness. We discovered that there is unlearning to do in that process. 

In our effort to dismantle dysconsciousness (King, 1991), we needed to attend to another 

device sanctioning Whiteness: White talk. To do this, we decided to create a PD that 

taught field supervisors about the facets of White educational discourse, or White talk, 

using work by Alice McIntyre.
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McIntyre’s (1997) study of the predominance of White privilege among a group 

of 13 White female teacher candidates reveals the tactics they employed to preclude 

themselves from accountability for their individual and collective role in racism. 

McIntyre labeled the collection of these strategies “White talk.” White talk emerges as a 

direct result of a group’s collectively upheld avoidance of confronting racism.

McIntyre cites “how uncomfortable the participants felt dealing with racism” 

(1997, p. 76) and the resulting scheme of White talk. Its strategies include “derailing the 

conversation, evading questions, dismissing counter arguments, withdrawing from the 

discussion, remaining silent, interrupting speakers and topics, and colluding with each 

other in creating a ‘culture of niceness’ that made it very difficult to ‘read’ the White 

world” (McIntyre, 1997, p. 46). McIntyre found that White female preservice teachers 

struggled to connect their beliefs and actions to the kinds of racial inequality found in 

schooling. Instead, they focused on individualistic notions of racism, like prejudice, in 

which they found themselves conveniently unentangled. Though McIntyre guided the 

White female preservice teachers to locate their own positionality and privilege, they 

maintained a continual disinclination to recognize the socioeconomic capital comprised 

in Whiteness. Instead, White talk was systematically employed to focus on inequity for 

students of color and obfuscate the beneficiaries of this inequity.

White talk at work with field supervisors. Nives and I were inspired by the 

following quote from Homi Bhabha, which we shared with the field supervisors:

The subversive move is to reveal within the very integuments of “Whiteness” 

the agonistic elements that make it the unsettled, disturbed form of authority that 

it is – the incommensurable “differences” that it must surmount; the histories of 

trauma and terror that it must perpetrate and from which it must protect itself; the 

amnesia it imposes on itself; the violence it inflicts in the process of becoming a 
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transparent and transcendent force of authority. (Bhabha, 1998, p. 21; emphasis 

in original)

After doing a close reading of this excerpt from Bhabha with the field supervisors, 

we asked them to consider how they could unveil the way they participate in the 

construction of “incommensurable differences” with the self-imposed “amnesia” to 

which Bhabha refers. To do this, they engaged in reflective writing. Subsequently, the 

field supervisors read a short synopsis of McIntyre’s (1997) study and definition of White 

talk. They engaged in a discussion about the features of White talk and responded to 

this discussion prompt: “How do White talk and Whiteness show up in your supervision 

practice?”

In an effort to model self-disclosure, Nives provided an example of how she 

upholds Whiteness in the strategic choices she makes when engaging White colleagues 

and students, particularly around issues of race and racism. She explained that she 

attempts to insulate herself from being reprimanded or excluded from opportunities 

by “playing nice” in the hope that she will not be seen as a threat. Despite this 

encouragement to practice self-disclosure, we observed field supervisors actively 

distancing themselves from their role in Whiteness and “White talk.” The discussion 

shaped up to be an enactment of the very Whiteness and “White talk” we had just 

identified as responsible for holding systems of oppression firmly in place. Some trends 

persisted in supervisors’ remarks:

1. Speaking in the passive voice or third person.

2. Responding to the prompt by posing a new question.

3. Making generalized references to the detrimental impact of Whiteness on 

education and students.

4. Sitting silently; not responding to the prompt or to what others said.
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Bella, a White female field supervisor, stood out in her willingness to “experience 

discomfort.” She kept her comments personal, specific, and in direct response to the 

prompt. We asked the supervisors to complete a written reflection on how Whiteness 

shows up in their work and what that “might be code for.” Bella’s comments stand as 

antithetical to those of her colleagues:

I pull back to the general when the student teacher or I notice a missed 

opportunity . . . I believe this is code for not wanting to be perceived as mean 

or too tough. I don’t want to be viewed as a White woman who is coming into a 

classroom I don’t know and making critiques/criticisms/commentary/assumptions 

about what works, particularly when working with student teachers of color who 

have students of color. I think this also stems from not wanting to feel bad or feel 

confronted.

Following this discussion, Nives and I reviewed the supervisors’ video feedback 

commentary on the VSAs submitted on GoReact to see how White talk and Whiteness 

showed up in this space. As noted in the section on VSA earlier in this chapter, field 

supervisors provided praise instead of critical feedback related to areas of growth. The 

quality of this praise had a generalizing tone that made it feel to Nives and me both 

insincere and unproductive. However, we worried that to our preservice teachers it was 

both flattering and reinforced poor teaching practices.

We also noticed a glaring absence of calling out micro- and macroaggressions 

preservice student teachers were making against students of color in the classroom. 

This failure to interrupt what was at best low quality and at worst racist teaching, either 

through flattery or through omission (silence), epitomized the White talk conducted in the 

virtual space of this online platform. Based on the aforementioned trends, we concluded 

that the following questions would need to be addressed in future work:
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• How do we, in real time, assist field supervisors in identifying White talk in 

their conversations with preservice student teachers?

• What understanding of White talk do the preservice teachers need to have in 

order to also be accountable for it?

• Are field supervisors able to envision what is missing, sacrificed, or unable 

to take root when White talk is at play? Or do we need to model what the 

absence of White talk looks like in field supervision-based discussions 

and feedback?

Medicalizing Disequilibrium

Field supervisors, both White and of color, reported during VSA analysis in 

the PD sessions that they avoid asking preservice teachers to deeply analyze their own 

participation in creating inequitable teaching. Field supervisors further reported in written 

reflections that when confronted with bias or Whiteness in their teaching, preservice 

student teachers engage in a deployment of missives via email/texts, conversational 

detours, and/or physical jukes. In response, field supervisors shared they sometime 

worried about triggering backlash from which they would be unable to recover a working 

relationship. When asked what kind of backlash, they shared that they were afraid of 

being labeled by their preservice teachers too harsh, mean, or even racist for pointing 

out racism. Field supervisors also said they hesitate to demand rigor of their students 

whenever they perceive students are overwhelmed or too stressed out, as they do not want 

to add any burden or be the source that makes them break down.

In response, Nives began one of the professional learning sessions for field 

supervisors by doing a check-in on everyone’s health. Then she gave a brief presentation 

of materials to connect each field supervisor to the mental health services found on 

campus. These materials provided protocols and opportunities for future training on how 
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to identify and refer students who are in distress. This move strategically called the field 

supervisors to attend to two arenas simultaneously: 1) the well-being of the students they 

supervise, and 2) the separation of mental health issues from the general complaints, 

fatigue, or stress commonly found in graduate programs.

What became evident and visible in this and subsequent conversations with 

field supervisors was how these challenges are normalized and routinized in teacher 

education, and the lasting effects of this phenomenon on field supervisors and teacher 

education faculty of color. Repeatedly, field supervisors commented on their preservice 

teachers creating a medical-like condition or response to tasks that challenged their 

critical consciousness, namely their Whiteness. DiAngelo (2018) would code this as an 

aspect of White Fragility, the expectation of remaining racially innocent and unburdened 

by the real work of confronting racial inequity and one’s own role in it. Anyone who 

challenges this innocence or objectivity is blamed for causing violence against or duress 

to White people.

For example, this is how Nives described her own consciousness of the 

mechanism of medicalization at play in one of our first discussions, as recorded in my 

field notes:

there’s a style generally with White women (and I’m thinking of certain women 

throughout the program that are representative of all the White women in the 

program), but it’s huge and it’s the space that I’m bringing my anxiety disorder 

into this and I tell you that any minute I’m going to lose my shit if I have to do 

this assignment and I have a hard time not receiving positive feedback from you 

or my C.T. [cooperating teacher]. “It really brings me down.”

In a way, preservice teachers and their field supervisors were co-pathologizing 

the hard work of antiracism or medicalizing the positive disequilibrium that must be 
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paired with critical consciousness work. Another field supervisor described the demand to 

continuously attend to preservice teachers’ feelings, as captured in my field notes:

I’m always so puzzled . . . [preservice teachers say they have] this crushing sense 

of anxiety and self-doubt and fatigue and all of these things that are so teacher 

egocentric. That becomes a really big barrier to being as forthcoming as I would 

like to be or as pointed as I want to be with them because I’m constantly also 

trying to mediate their feeling about their insecurities with teaching and how new 

all of this feels.

When asked what it would look like to offer critical feedback and push past the 

insecurities, Nives shared, as recorded in my field notes:

I’m more concerned about the wrath of a White woman—and I said this before—

I’ve never seen anybody have a psychotic break because I’m told and the way 

they’re talking to people in their class—or what it’s been more of—is a passive-

aggressive response. So there’s also like this learned behavior: If I express how 

badly I feel or how stressed I am, people should back off me. But this—this—this 

supervisor keeps pushing me and so that’s a problem.

As field supervisors shared similar stories about their fear of being blamed for 

making someone sick, and therefore backing off, this dynamic emerged as a shared 

experience. The descriptions field supervisors gave of preservice teachers who give 

them pause and halt their own and others’ development were riddled with references 

to “anxiety,” “being crushed,” or feeling “stressed.” In this manner, field supervisors 

unwittingly normalized this response and even legitimized it by allowing the behavior to 

be coded as “medically” or “psychologically” based and therefore out of the control of 

the preservice teacher.
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Though at a loss for how to interrupt this phenomenon individually, supervisors 

found solidarity in realizing that this norming of detour-driven behavior was a pattern, 

not person contingent, and perhaps due to systemic structures that do not disrupt but 

rather exacerbate dysconsciousness. Nives and I have seen that students are often not 

expected to complete basic requirements of the program in a timely fashion when they 

deploy reasons related to stress, anxiety, and fatigue. This section of the PD revealed that 

field supervisors need the training offered at the health center so they can genuinely help 

students who are experiencing difficulty, instead of modifying program expectations as a 

quick solution.

The findings in this chapter reveal that is it essential for field supervisors to 

have collaboration time to make their job roles, duties, and practices highly visible. 

Using VSA, we were able to help field supervisors identify their own biases and the 

positional stances from which they could interrupt Whiteness and begin to engage in 

critical consciousness work. We also found that despite the gains made with VSA, we 

encountered a dynamic conservatism embedded in teacher education.

To better understand the multiple facets that contribute to the presence of 

conservatism, even in the face of strategic attempts to upset the status quo, this 

phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 5, using the conceptual and theoretical 

frameworks outlined in Chapter 2. Before concluding this chapter, I believe it is relevant 

and important to share the impact that engaging in this PAR project had on my PAR 

partner, a teacher educator of color, and to ensure that the findings are better understood 

by demonstrating the impact this labor had on the participants.

The Weight on Those Who Work

This PAR study revealed the considerable weight Nives carried as the lead 

field supervisor. We both wanted to improve the general efficacy and quality of field 
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supervision, while at the same time ensuring that field supervisors were building critical 

consciousness with their preservice student teachers. That she couldn’t command folks to 

attend the PD sessions and that she was standing in front, demanding deep investigation 

into longstanding, unquestioned practices made Nives feel vulnerable and, at times, crazy.

However, what was actually more challenging was penetrating the organizational 

structure and work styles of her colleagues in the BE3 leadership team, which is 

comprised of the program director and co-directors. Though she began to identify the 

key places where the work she was doing with field supervisors would need to intersect 

with the program pathway directors, she struggled to find an audience for those findings. 

In one of our discussion, focused on her role within the teacher education program 

leadership team, she described the extra labor she is tasked with in order to make her 

work visible and heard by her colleagues:

But what happens is I don’t get ongoing regular time to present these little 

findings that actually don’t take a lot of time to present. So what’s happening is, 

directors are also making assumptions about what’s happening. And I just kind 

of feel like I’m spinning my wheels. Like there was even some mess that jumped 

off this morning in our leadership meeting, where I’m like, “What am I missing, 

or what am I not communicating?” And then I realize I’m literally begging for 

space to show what training supervisors is, but then also how it connects to, for 

example, the work that [co-director] is doing around the CT and mentor training. 

Because those things are directly implied.

In addition to conducting monthly PD sessions with the field supervisors, 

Nives supported other BE3 events, such as training for cooperating teachers who host 

preservice student teachers in their classrooms. It became evident that the shifts in the 

lesson observation cycle, the use of video self-analysis, and the BE3 identity statement 
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demands (all efforts to disrupt White talk and get to criticality) would need grounding 

within program pathway-supervised teaching seminar coursework and cooperating 

teacher/mentor training sessions. When I asked Nives, in a discussion not focused on PD 

planning, how these intersections were going, she shared her frustration at the lack of 

interest and space she is given during leadership meetings to discuss her work as a lead 

field supervisor. She also expressed her disappointment at her inability to get the program 

pathway directors, who also serve as field supervisors, to complete the work demanded 

in the PD.

Nives stated:

I’m not getting a lot of face time with people to talk about what they do. So those 

are questions that are literally on my short list of what I still need from program 

directors. So oftentimes, when I have a question, I get deferred. But the question 

I need answered is one that impacts the decisions I need to make in the domain 

where I’ve been given responsibility. So there’s this messy interplay.

She shared that when she did get time to speak, it was a struggle to be heard 

among a leadership team that had not invested in understanding and operationalizing 

the cohesion she was creating to align field placement, field supervisor training, work 

expectations, and coursework. Nives faces continual interruptions. When asked to create 

work products (guidelines, training documents, communications, etc.), she found that 

they were often repurposed or supplanted by incomplete planning documents created by 

directors, perhaps, for the purpose of stamping their voice on programmatic decisions.

In actual meetings, Nives was often not given agenda time unless it was to do an 

icebreaker or set equity norms. When she did speak, she battled the statements and off-

topic interruptions the leadership team had normalized. She recalled:
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And so I’m figuring out all those diplomatic ways, where I’m saying, “Just give 

me minute. Hold on a second. Let me just get through this.” And I’m saying that a lot 

to people. And I don’t like the way it sounds because even though that’s the only thing 

I could be doing, in my mind, that’s the only thing I could do to make sure that I don’t 

lose my train of thought, and I feel like I’m being coherent. Given those choices, how 

must I look to others? Where I’m constantly slapping people down while I’m trying to 

talk, when it’s actually my turn to talk! It feels like it’s about, something in the way I 

communicate and show up is not valued. It might even be offensive or bothersome.

I asked Nives to think about why she feels like she’s bothersome. What is she 

bothering, or pushing upon? She responded:

I’m code merging. And so I’m often talking from an informed and academic 

place. But I’m talking through my way of more casual friendly speech. I’m 

making demands and having reactions to inappropriate behavior and calling it out 

in front of me. I’m being transparent about, “Oh, you know what? I’m gonna stop 

talking now because I’ve said enough. But I’m hoping some of you will add . . 

.” So I think where he [colleague] intellectualizes equitable process, my style of 

engaging that and showing up as myself, I think it may be a little bit too much.

Nives is clearly aware of her positionality and vulnerability in her work as a Black 

female teacher educator of color in a non-continuing faculty position. When I asked her 

if she can create some boundaries, starting with clearly defining her role so she can be 

assured of where her work fits into meetings and when she can decline surprise tasks that 

land on her plate, she responded, “So I’m in this dangerous position where I’m afraid to 

say no, but I should be able to say no because I’m not getting compensated for the time, 

and I’m not being included in any significant way.”
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It is evident that this precarious footing is exhausting. This finding correlates 

with the extant literature (Matias, 2013; Milner & Howard, 2013) on the fatigue faculty 

of color experience as they work through Whiteness. Nives confirmed these conclusions 

when she stated:

And I realize I’m really tired and distracted. So in meetings, my mind, I’m 

working in several different spaces. And I’m in awe of the ease at which Mark [a 

White man] sits back and takes up a lot of space. It’s fascinating to me. And I’m 

in awe at how Maggie [a White woman] takes up space.

She added, “And I actually started to feel this conspiracy theory around me.” In order to 

work and shelter herself from this, Nives shared, “I decided to work from home, and I’m 

actually getting quite a bit done.”

Early in our PAR study, despite the achievements and improvements Nives was 

charged to bring to the program, she still felt unsure and tenuous about her position. 

This revealed that even with support from colleagues and a progressive vision for 

the department, the GSE remained a racialized and unwelcoming space for Nives. 

This is important to state so that the findings in this chapter are understood within the 

complicated context through which they were produced. Towards the end of our PAR 

study, Nives shared at our last field supervisor professional learning session check-in 

how she now felt about the work of teaching teacher educators. She said with transparent 

honesty that the work “Takes a long time. Always resistance. I’m under fire because I am 

demanding things. It’s crazy-making and I am engaging in cognitive therapy outside of 

here. People don’t always like me showing up.”

It is important to note at this point that this study is not intended as a critique of 

teacher educators, or field supervisors specifically. In fact, many of the field supervisors 

willingly volunteered to play a deeper role in our PAR study. Many of the field 
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supervisors who did not participate in the study still attended the series of professional 

learning sessions, after working through their initial refusals. Despite this openness to 

learning and collaboration, however, these same field supervisors still found themselves 

mired in the landscape of Whiteness, we believe, by virtue of the underlying conditions 

in teacher education. Seeing their attempts to learn and resist, Nives and I are encouraged 

to persist. As one field supervisor stated at our last professional learning session check-in 

for the semester, “I don’t want to participate in making teachers if we can’t get this right.” 

We agree. We have to get this right.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

To support future teachers in cultivating the ability to identify and upset the 

Whiteness that undergirds schools and classroom interactions, field supervisors must be 

able to model anti-racist and critically conscious practices in their daily interactions with 

preservice teachers. To cultivate quality among the field supervisors, Nives, the lead field 

supervisor, and I posited that our teacher education program needed to ensure that staff 

engage with critical pedagogy and possess the ability to address critical consciousness 

development among their preservice teachers.

This PAR study explored the working dynamics between field supervisors and 

preservice teachers, guided by the following research questions: 1) How does a teacher 

education program support field supervisors in engaging in critical consciousness 

work with preservice teachers within their student teaching placement? 2) How does 

field supervisors’ capacity for critical consciousness impact their work with preservice 

teachers? Related to the primary questions are the following sub-questions: a) How do 

the racialized spaces undergirding the local teaching placement context and the teacher 

education program setting influence the dynamics of mentorship and learning between 

field supervisor and preservice teachers? b) How do these influences support or thwart 

field supervisors’ capacity and efforts to disrupt Whiteness as it arises in their mentoring 

relationships? While we had focused on preservice teacher dysconsciousness in our work 

prior to this PAR project, we came to learn through this study that we needed to focus as 
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well on the teacher educators working with preservice teachers between the university 

and classroom context—the field supervisors.

Discussion of Findings

As we began to take inventory of field supervisors’ understanding of the concepts 

embedded in the teacher education program identity statement, we found major gaps. 

When we listened to field supervisors explain why they did not provide critical feedback 

or engage in conversations about anti-racism or critical consciousness, we knew we had 

a long road ahead. We recognized that we would need to address both dysconsciousness 

and the racialized arena, namely the Whiteness at work that our field supervisors 

encounter in our teacher education program.

The findings of this study, uncovered during the professional learning events 

and within the video self-analysis, revealed the set of conditions field supervisors face 

when attempting to push theoretical understandings of social justice into actual teaching 

practice in the classroom. We observed how White talk was used to preserve the status 

quo. We also discovered the capacity of video self-analysis to make White talk and 

potential disruption visible, and exposed the phenomenon of pathologizing the discomfort 

that comes with critical consciousness.

Refusals to Professional Development

Related to the first research question about how teacher education programs 

position and support field supervisors to engage in critical pedagogy, Nives and I 

discovered through our PAR study that there were zero professional development or on-

the-job training requirements for field supervisors. There were meetings and check-ins 

focused on the performance and needs of the roster of preservice teachers assigned to 
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field supervisors. However, the purpose of these gatherings was not to train, support, or 

evaluate field supervisors, but rather to report progress and monitor preservice teachers.

It is important to note at this point that the purpose of this PAR study was 

not to create an evaluation system for field supervisors. Rather, through our work we 

determined that there was a lack of clearly defined roles, onboarding, training, and other 

systems to make visible field supervisorial work, leading us to recognize the need for 

more support and evaluation of the field supervision program as a whole. In sum, we did 

not set out to evaluate individual field supervisors. Instead, we aimed to determine how 

to most effectively support these supervisors to leverage their current capacities and the 

resources within the larger teacher education faculty to facilitate critical consciousness 

development and social justice education with each other and, in turn, with their 

preservice teachers.

For example, there was no handbook for the field supervisor role or correlated 

professional development, training, or evaluation protocols on which Nives could frame 

her work with them. We decided that creating formal professional development for field 

supervisors focusing on the skills required to talk about and enact critical consciousness 

was required as a first step. Though the teacher education program director had positioned 

Nives as the lead field supervisor charged with creating professional development and 

fostering collaboration among the group, it became clear that her role lacked the “teeth” 

needed within the organizational culture and structure of the teacher education program 

to even call field supervisors to the table. She literally could not get them all into the 

room consistently. As portrayed in Chapter 4, the field supervisors unleashed a variety of 

refusals in response to being called into a self-reflective learning space where they were 

expected to confront their own practices, biases, and areas of growth.

This PAR project exposed the phenomenon of refusal and “volunteerism” in 

response to the critically reflective learning that was rooted in the teacher education 
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program’s identity statement (Assaf, Garza, & Battle, 2010; Gordon, 2005; Holloway 

& Gouthro, 2011; Rodriguez, 2009). There were longstanding organizational practices 

that kept field supervisors performing like free agents who defined their own roles, work 

hours, and commitments. As a result, this group expressed a negative initial response to 

devoting time and effort to both professional learning and new work practices.

Upon investigating the current literature, Nives and I reflected that this response 

to new learning from teacher educators tasked with critical consciousness or critical 

multicultural education work can be typical (Gorski, 2012), but not for the reasons we 

originally thought. Gorski (2012) warns that the complexity of barriers (instructional, 

institutional, and sociopolitical) teacher educators face when trying to teach multicultural 

teacher education (MTE) is more to blame than the individual capacities of teacher 

educators for the lack of well-implemented MTE. With this in mind, we knew we needed 

to complicate or problematize why field supervisors and teacher educators, writ large, 

might seem resistant to the work initially. It could be that teacher educators are not 

structurally set up to do the work with integrity or with cohesion to their own framework 

for MTE. On the other hand, Goodwin et al. (2014) found that many teacher educators do 

not feel fully prepared to do their work. I argue that the problem lies somewhere in the 

middle, between lack of practice (or sensibility for critical multicultural education) and 

structural barriers.

In the first few months, as field supervisors began to see benefits from the 

professional learning and active structural changes at work, there was still a dynamic 

conservatism at play that prohibited transformational change from happening. Schön 

(1971, p. 32) describes the armored way in which organizations refuse change and 

preserve the status quo as follows:
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The system as a whole has the property of resistance to change. I would not call 

this property “inertia,” a metaphor drawn from physics—the tendency of objects 

to move steadily along their present courses unless a contrary force is exerted 

on them. The resistance to change exhibited by social systems is much more 

nearly a form of “dynamic conservatism” —that is to say, a tendency to fight to 

remain the same.

As outlined in Chapter 4, Nives continued to encounter obstacles in her attempts 

to train all field supervisors and engage them in deep conversations about inequity. Since 

both the content and process of the learning exposed the racial dynamics at play both in 

field supervision work and within the teacher education program at large, these forms 

of resistance served to reinforce and uphold Whiteness. Leonardo’s (2009) conceptual 

framework of a multidimensional theory of racism and education (MTRE) helped us to 

illuminate the findings and better understand the dynamics at work in the organization.

Whiteness studies help frame the culture of refusal to participate and learn 

among this group as not necessarily due to individual foibles, but rather a collectively 

expressed individualization of their role. These maneuvers by the field supervisors to 

secure autonomy and the ability to design and determine their presence at professional 

learning events were quietly coded into polite emails and references to verbal contracts 

made with superiors (program directors). Further, a class analysis from MTRE can frame 

the intersection of Whiteness with class-driven motivations. The field supervisors are 

part-time employees often placed in year-to-year positions that are impermanent and offer 

no benefits. This requires the field supervisors to curate a collection of part-time work 

arrangements that could potentially make it difficult to deeply invest in the work at hand. 

That the work can seem intermittent, dependent on graduate student instructor positions 

available year-to-year, maintains a level of disorganization around the development of a 
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coherent group of teacher education faculty primed to implement program missions and 

goals around equity.

We are forced to ask, who benefits from this group being underdeveloped and 

ill-positioned to demand more? The literature (e.g., Giebelhaus, 1995) positions the 

work of field supervision as the “stepchild” within teacher education. This is significant 

considering that teacher education at large is already positioned, or rather prioritized, low 

in the hierarchy within graduate schools of education. This is because graduate schools of 

education more often focus on producing research and procuring funds for future research 

than on producing teachers.

The lack of importance and priority placed on educating future teachers is 

evidenced by the truncation of teacher education programs and the lack of tenured 

faculty working in them (Labaree, 2018). It is possible that keeping a continually 

itinerant group of field supervisors protects teacher education faculty from participating 

in the messy work of deeper engagement with field-based supervision and equity. The 

alienation and resistance faculty of color like Nives and I confronted as the face of this 

push towards deeper learning is well documented in the literature (e.g., Butner, Burley, & 

Marbley, 2000).

Nives and I discovered that we were able to get traction on the changes we 

wanted to make by attending to class-based issues first. For example, we found that the 

group of field supervisors responded positively to being given time to articulate and 

share their current work hours, number of observations, and commitments. They were the 

most engaged in the session related to surfacing their time commitments and identifying 

disparities across program pathways regarding how much time field supervisors were 

expected to spend in the field and on campus.

A critical race analysis from the multidimensional theory of racism and education 

(Leonardo, 2009) can frame this inroad as interest convergence. Interest convergence 
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occurs when White people support racial justice only when they understand and 

recognize that there is something in it for them. Nives and I had tasked the group with 

exploring work hours and commitments from the standpoint of leveraging time and 

attention to attend to quality lesson observations and debriefs focused on disrupting 

Whiteness and centering work on social justice education.

Instead, the field supervisors were motivated, at first, to ensure reasonable 

workloads and rid themselves of needless duties. In this way, issues regarding pay and 

work hours were in the driver’s seat while equity and anti-racist teaching practices were 

along for the ride. It became evident to us that unless we could make the new process for 

the lesson observation cycle and the video recording components less cumbersome and 

more streamlined than the work they already did, it wouldn’t get off the ground.

How did we know we would have to leverage interest convergence? For one, 

Nives and I could relate to the understandable need for clarity about work and money, 

given the various demands on the group and the lack of cohesion they experienced 

leading up to the reorganization of the multiple credential and Master’s programs into one 

larger program with pathways. Less relatable to us, but still part of the program ethos, 

were statements about how things are done and have always been done. We initially heard 

this as code for, “If it ain’t broke, why fix it?” Taking into consideration the economic 

stressors, we came to conclude that it was code for, “Am I going to have to do more?” 

Attending to these concerns outright, without judgement, proved efficacious. We were 

able to see that underneath the initial refusals and fear was a group of field supervisors 

who believed we needed to better prepare preservice teachers to attend to issues of 

critical consciousness and, more importantly, that they had a critical role to play.
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Disrupting White Talk

Pushing past initial roadblocks, we found useful information related to the 

onerous demand to disrupt the deficit thinking and socially legitimized detours preservice 

teachers employ to avoid critical feedback and meaningful engagement with equity-

focused work within field supervision. We found that the field supervisors engaged in 

parallel detours that largely support the literature, particularly research around issues of 

race by Picower (2009) with beginning teachers and DiAngelo (2011) with White people. 

The detours ranged from colorblind ideologies and meritocracy myths to evocations of 

racial innocence. Just as preservice teachers were documented deploying colorblindness 

or placing the blame for inequalities on their cooperating teacher instead of taking 

responsibility themselves, the field supervisors glossed over issues of inequity in order 

to keep the conversation moving along positively and towards an amenable end. This 

finding aligned with Haviland’s (2008) work on the way White educational discourse can 

preempt meaningful critical consciousness work.

When preservice teachers expressed despair or frustration, the field supervisors 

would stop there, even congratulating and thanking the preservice teachers for the mere 

noticing of inequity. It is helpful to connect these themes back to the MTE framework 

to better understand how these detours contribute to arrested development along the 

continuum of liberal-to-critical multicultural educational practices. For example, the 

abundance of praise given for merely noticing inequity marks the liberal multiculturalism 

stage of MTE. In this stage, race and inequity emerge as topics, but are not investigated to 

the extent that collective action or reflection towards future action are undertaken.

Additionally, this hesitancy to either own the observations or respond to the 

observations by using the reflection to prompt action can be interpreted as a protection of 

White fragility (DiAngelo, 2011). An evocation of the White Lady Bountiful archetype 
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(Harper & Cavanagh, 1994) was also at work, as the field supervisors stated that they 

felt the preservice teachers were already working so hard with such good intentions that 

to critique them on issues of race and inequity was too much. It is easy to imagine that 

another reason for avoiding race was the protection of their own reputation. Perhaps it 

would reflect poorly on the field supervisors themselves for not positioning and preparing 

the preservice teachers to plan and respond more effectively.

This idea that pointing out racism can implicate the supervisors themselves in 

racism, in that they may be exposed as imposters on issues of social justice, emerged in 

field supervisors’ written reflections. Field supervisors may also be unwilling to call out 

Whiteness due to the “bright person myth” (Darling-Hammond, 2000). Preservice teacher 

candidates are used to doing well and can point to successful undergraduate careers often 

void of failure. This can make it difficult for field supervisors to critique their work and 

perhaps position preservice teachers to be unwilling to accept, if not cued up to avoid, 

such feedback.

Field supervisors gave a variety of reasons for avoiding critical conversations with 

preservice teachers during lesson observation debrief conversations and in online VSA 

feedback. The main reasons given were that they engage in White talk, or non-productive 

platitudes, for the sake of their own ego or to preserve an image of being helpful or “easy 

to work with.” In this manner, field supervisors admitted to enabling racial innocence for 

both themselves and their supervisees because a real disinvestment in Whiteness would 

fracture the working relationship they wished to have with their preservice teachers, 

whom they felt were working hard enough already. This finding prompted Nives and me 

to structure and embed tasks and relationships between the field supervisor and preservice 

teacher that would require a break in the platitudes. We wanted to create a “critical and 

public” mentoring relationship that would not require exceptionality and extraordinary 

courage on the part of the teacher educator.
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Making Work Visible via Video Self-Analysis

The tenuous, racialized social arrangements and discourse within teacher 

education required us to find more invasive and pervasive measures for disrupting 

Whiteness. We chose to make work visible and subject to critical reflection by infusing 

video recording into the lesson observation cycle in field supervision and the weekly 

journal reflection component of practicum coursework, namely, the supervised teaching 

seminar course Nives and I taught. The extant literature supports the use of video 

self-analysis (VSA) to increase preservice teachers’ ability to respond to situations in 

the moment or “withitness” (Snoeyink, 2010) and to better understand the decisions 

preservice teachers make during instruction (Rich & Hannafin, 2008).

VSA is lauded in the literature for its ability to illuminate the discrepancies 

between how preservice teachers taught versus how they thought they did (Rich & 

Hannafin, 2009). VSA also helps teacher educators better understand the developmental 

shifts preservice teachers experience in their training (Tripp & Rich, 2012). It is important 

to note that while the move we made in this PAR project to include VSA connects to 

the literature, we departed from the literature by trying to specifically the benefits of 

VSA with the end goal of pushing past White educational discourse (Haviland, 2008) or 

White talk (McIntyre, 1997). Our aim was to capture key struggles in the field placement 

context that could be unpacked further in the university classroom or online learning 

platform setting.

Further, our use of VSA did not focus solely on preservice teachers, but also on 

teacher educators, specifically field supervisors. Field supervisors were asked to record 

themselves and analyze their own discourse and practices. We look forward to creating 

a conversation among teacher educators about using VSA of teacher educators towards 
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this end of building critical consciousness capacity and stronger MTE among teacher 

education faculty.

Despite the fear Nives expressed in the findings in Chapter 4 that we were only 

making White teachers (and teacher educators) less harmful, we were excited to find 

that we did make progress in building field supervisors’ capacity to do anti-racist work. 

Through this project, we were able to listen to and document field supervisors’ accounts 

of how they go about their work. We discovered that they enacted mostly private and 

individuated approaches to mentoring their preservice teachers. In response, we decided 

to intentionally design assignments that required the field supervisors to collectively and 

publicly bring their knowledge base and practices into the professional learning space.

For example, Nives and I created a protocol in which each field supervisor 

engaged in a consultancy routine, via a fishbowl-type conversation, with the larger group. 

The field supervisor would identify a problem of practice that emerged or was evidenced 

in the VSA of their lesson observation debrief conversation. The field supervisor would 

then share the VSA clip with their colleagues in the training space and pose a dilemma 

to initiate peer consultation. Using constructivist listening and speaking strategies, 

their colleagues were positioned to give them critical and actionable feedback. This 

act of publicly sharing and problematizing one’s own work was new for the group, and 

allowed for collective meaning-making, strategizing, and naming of practices that field 

supervisors use and encounter when working with preservice teachers.

One of the problems of practice the field supervisors unearthed was a tendency 

to generalize feedback to a degree that both was unhelpful and avoided issues of race, 

gender, and personal accountability for preparing appropriately to address differences 

in learning. That field supervisors were able to identify this problem and frame it as an 

aspect of Whiteness, specifically White talk, during the consultancy protocol signaled to 

us that we were making headway. Another problem of practice the field supervisors raised 
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was a propensity to resort to solutioning, or offering suggestions, instead of building 

preservice teachers’ own level of introspection and ownership of race-based classroom 

dilemmas that emerge in lessons. They framed this inclination as either a kind of “shifting 

the burden” (Senge, 1990) or an ego-driven move designed to bolster their own sense 

of value and expertise, indicating to us that they were beginning to locate their practices 

within larger sociocultural and political arrangements.

In addition, we were able to practice cognitive coaching stems, borrowed from 

equity consulting partners with whom Nives and I have worked, that were designed 

to challenge White discourse as it shows up in deficit speak, evasion, and/or myths 

of meritocracy. In short, these stems provided field supervisors a way out of White 

talk. Role playing that supports reflection and embodied practices stems from Boalian 

theatre (Boal, 2000; Kaye & Ragusa, 1998). We believe this practice has the potential 

to problematize non-useful tropes in teacher education, amplify positive deviance from 

hegemonic structures, and foster a more humanizing pedagogy or conscious location 

for preservice teachers and teacher educators, including field supervisors (Boal, 2000; 

Pineau, 1994; Powers & Duffy, 2016; Souto-Manning, 2011).

During the course of our PAR work, new research from Stillman, Ahmed, 

Beltramo, Catañeda-Flores, Garza, and Pyo (2019) demonstrated how novice teacher 

educators benefited from collaboration spaces and meeting routines that utilized the 

principles of Boalian theatre of the oppressed games and Freirean culture circles. 

Specifically, Stillman et al. (2019) found that when teacher educators were given these 

special learning environments and experiences, they were able to develop a more asset-

oriented stance that could potentially better prepare them to decenter Whiteness and 

cultivate critical consciousness. We look forward to adding to this conversation. The role 

of VSA in enabling us to do this work is well supported in the literature on the power 
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of video to facilitate bi-directional critical reflection for preservice teachers and teacher 

educators (Danielowich & McCarthy, 2013).

The use of consultancy routines and video recordings exposed the highly 

idiosyncratic and inconsistent ways the field supervisors were going about their work. 

We found that many field supervisors did not require lesson plans to be submitted prior 

to classroom observations. On the occasions when field supervisors did receive lesson 

plans, it appeared to be a one-way transactional event. The field supervisors did not use 

the plans to spark feedback loops or viable goal-setting (related to predictable issues of 

inequity that the field supervisors could call out in hindsight) for the observations.

During the video-recorded lesson observation debrief conversations, some field 

supervisors were doing all the talking. In other recordings, we saw preservice teachers 

wield a litany of sanctioned excuses to avoid the debrief conversation altogether, ranging 

from declarations of being overwhelmed and fatigued to claims of nervousness about 

being observed. In these instances, the field supervisor was called into a “protector” 

role and often proffered comfort, advice, and sympathy in lieu of actual lesson 

observation feedback.

Most notably, several preservice teachers were able, through rapid dialogue, to 

commence the debrief conversation with despair-laden commentary. This strategy elicited 

from the field supervisor cheerleading and praise to build them back up, thereby running 

the clock down and avoiding time for critical dialogue. Through these well practiced 

routines and tropes, field supervisors often became, perhaps unwittingly, participants in 

avoiding rigor and sidestepping the real work of disrupting Whiteness, which requires 

precise and pointed critical feedback instead of general feel-good platitudes.
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Implications

“Demedicalizing” Disequilibrium

The finding that disrupting Whiteness is countered by medicalizing the uneasiness 

or discomfort associated with loss of racial innocence has significant implications for 

the field supervisors’ role in preservice teacher development. Positive disequilibrium is 

the “sweet spot” for deep learning (Graesser & D’Mello, 2011). Thus, refusing to be in 

a state of disequilibrium about race and coding it as a health-related malady presents a 

unique challenge to the work of building critical consciousness.

This dispositional pose, through which preservice teachers and, thereby, the 

teacher educators who mentor them are able to shirk personal responsibility and reproach 

requires careful interruption. As field supervisors take direction from teacher education 

program directors and teaching staff at the university, teacher education leadership 

must make a comprehensive and clarion call to cease and desist the discursive practices 

and policies that elevate excuses. The phenomenon of lowering the cognitive and 

socioemotional demands on preservice teachers for fear of making them sick can be 

addressed through a series of proactive steps. All teacher education staff would benefit 

from a shared understanding of how deeper learning for critical consciousness happens 

and how to label the off-gassing, or permeating, of White guilt, avoidance, and pleas 

for racial innocence that will be unleashed and recodified as medical. It is essential to 

note that teacher educators must be ready to counter this subterfuge from other teacher 

educators as well, since teacher educator resistance, or friendly fire, is always at play.

Traditional milestones of learning that involve only positive teacher and 

student relationships must be challenged, given that learning around issues of critical 

consciousness about oppression and justice involves a fair amount of “unlearning” or 
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making strange one’s previous perspectives, values, and habits. It is key to attend to “the 

bright person myth,” referenced in Chapter 2, when doing this work. Many preservice 

teachers as well as field supervisors, having previously been preservice teachers 

themselves, may have a false sense of competency due to their academic success as 

undergraduates. Therefore, being challenged through teacher education preparation and 

made to feel uncomfortable about their own mindset, skills, and performance can be 

deeply unsettling.

Yet building the capacity to recognize and interrupt inequity should be hard and 

even painful work if true disinvestment from Whiteness is taking place. So dispositions 

of frustration, feeling overwhelmed, and shutting down are better seen as possible 

signposts along a circuitous path of necessary “unlearning.” Normalizing these potential 

responses for the 82% of teachers who are “middle-class, monolingual, White females, 

who have had little sustained and substantive interactions with people of color” (Gay & 

Kirkland, 2003, p. 182) should be an action embedded in teacher preparation coursework. 

Failure to do so unwittingly breathes life into the very archetypes of Whiteness and White 

Lady Bountiful that we are conspiring to dismantle.

As 83% of the teacher educators who mentor these preservice teachers are also 

White (Evans-Winters & Twyman Hoff, 2011), it is imperative for faculty of color to 

be prepared to counter the quickness with which their teacher educator colleagues may 

turn into cosigners of superficial equity efforts in teacher education. Acknowledging the 

labor of faculty of color (or faculty with capacity) to cultivate critical consciousness and 

potentially interrupt White space among teacher educators is also imperative. The work 

faculty of color undertake to pierce through university sanctioned subterfuge should be 

recognized, affirmed, and compensated.
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Recommendations

Nives and I collaborated on this PAR to learn how to most effectively support 

field supervisors and preservice teachers in developing highly impactful relationships 

centered on critical consciousness development and the everyday disruption of Whiteness 

in teaching. Along the way, we knew we would strengthen our own teaching practices 

with teacher educators and preservice teachers and gain insight into how to leverage the 

everyday materials and human resources we work with towards this end. As we near the 

end of a yearlong endeavor together, we are eager to illuminate for others on this journey 

some key recommendations for how these findings can inform future work with field 

supervisors, preservice teachers, and teacher educators at large.

First, to create the conditions in which teacher educators can identify and interrupt 

Whiteness, we recommend adopting policies and practices within field supervision work 

that make work and learning visible, such as video self-analysis for both field supervisors 

and preservice teachers. For preservice teachers, we recommend using VSA in two 

places: 1) in the lesson observation cycle, so that debriefs are grounded in evidence, 

and 2) as a weekly form of reflection viewed and responded to by field supervisors 

and university-based instructors, to help them stay connected to preservice teacher 

development and ground their feedback and instruction in evidence.

The lesson observation cycle (see Figure 1.7) provides an example of how 

and where to place VSA within the context of field observation. Teacher education 

programs will need to adopt an online video storage and viewing platform that allows 

for feedback between participants. The VSA written reflection assignment (see Figure 

1.3) can likewise be used to embed VSA into university-based practice courses. It will 

be necessary for teacher education faculty to become fluent in how to teach visual 

thinking routines that can be applied to the VSA. We also recommend expanding the 
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use of VSA into participatory theater (for preservice teachers during practicum courses 

and field supervisors during training) as a means of practicing and envisioning alternate 

responses to social inequities that arise. One way to do this would be to take common 

recurring scenarios that emerge from VSA reflections and turn them into role plays during 

practicum course class time at the university.

Second, to address Goodwin et al.’s (2014) claim that many teacher educators do 

not feel fully prepared to do their work, we recommend that teacher education programs 

create a public scope and sequence of field supervision professional learning that parallels 

the practices and demands to which preservice teachers must attend. We recommend that 

this training include components focused on self-inventory (autobiography, implicit bias 

modules); reading the world (critical pedagogy, visual thinking strategies); experiencing 

the world alongside preservice teachers (experiential learning: community mapping, 

home visits); and training focused on how to discontinue the pervasiveness of White 

talk or White educational discourse in daily teaching and learning. We believe one way 

to leverage limited resources is to identify all the job-embedded time teacher education 

faculty have that can be dedicated to this work and to create asynchronous online 

collaboration and professional learning to cover what cannot be accomplished face to 

face. Specifically, modules on implicit bias and tasks (community mapping, home visits) 

are most effectively done online or in the field.

Third, teacher education faculty charged with enacting social justice and critical 

multicultural teacher education work must expect initial resistance from faculty and plan 

for it by complicating what the resistance may be about. This requires a readiness for 

organizational exposure. That is, if you want to challenge Whiteness, it will not all be 

cultural work on discourse and race or calling out racism. Those responsible will also 

need to be ready to uproot the technical counterparts of Whiteness by examining job 

descriptions (and their alignment with fiscal and human resources and program missions 
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or goals), work hours, compensation, and the evaluation systems that monitor the efficacy 

of these components.

To attend to this work, we recommend that teacher education programs conduct 

an assessment and inventory of the fiscal and human resources to equity efforts. For 

example, in the PAR project, Nives and I saw that there was fiscal investment within the 

university for field supervisors. We then asked for the job description, evaluation systems, 

and training artifacts related to this position to identify what kind of technical work we 

would need to do to align with the cultural work we knew would be required.

This same logic applies to reviewing the coursework and time allocation 

associated with various program requirements. If faculty move to align coursework and 

practices across the program, they will need to address head on the fear of encroaching 

on academic freedoms. This means that teacher education leaders will need to call 

for deprivatizing teacher educator classroom spaces and syllabi so collaboration and 

coherence can take place. One way to do this is to gather together faculty within 

programs to crosswalk between program goals and their syllabi, so articulation between 

courses can be analyzed. Lastly, program leaders and participants must attend each 

other’s courses in order to build coherence. A potential way to operationalize the spirit 

of this recommendation is for teacher education faculty to use VSA to analyze their own 

teaching at the university.

These recommendations require making teacher educator work public and 

accessible to those in the field, such as cooperating teachers and other field-based support 

personnel. They apply to work carried out in both physical and online classrooms and in 

learning management systems. Such recommendations begin to attend to Gorski’s (2012) 

concern that perhaps teacher educators are not structurally set up to do their work with 

integrity or with cohesion to their own framework for MTE.
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Future Research

This PAR study had a great impact on the teacher preparation program and on 

both Nives and me, as faculty in the program. Our research helped illuminate the vital 

role field supervisors play in supporting preservice teachers to meet the demands around 

developing not only classroom teaching competency, but also their identity as social 

justice educators and lifelong learners. The spotlight on field supervisors resulted in 

three major improvements regarding their role: 1) a new field supervisor job description, 

2) a new field supervisor scope and sequence of training, and lastly, 3) a new lesson 

observation cycle process, which requires new actions on the part of the field supervisor 

and preservice teacher. In addition to strengthening the practices and policies surrounding 

field supervision, this study also exposed the need for a new online video viewing, 

feedback, and storage system. All of these factors together elevated the role of the lead 

field supervisor, resulting in what we believe was more cohesion and clarity about how 

the various field supervisors across pathways were positioned to achieve the missions 

outlined in the program identity statement.

Nevertheless, we do not feel our work is completed. Instead, we have launched a 

new project. We are currently collecting two types of scenarios from the VSA videos and 

written reflections that both preservice teachers and field supervisors submit. From the 

preservice teachers, we are curating a series of vignettes that pinpoint moments in which 

the preservice teacher feels stuck around an issue that requires disrupting Whiteness. 

For example, it could be a moment in which the preservice teacher or their cooperating 

teacher disciplines a Black or Brown student for the same behavior as their White peers, 

without similarly disciplining the White students. Alternatively, it could be an interaction 

in which a lower level of rigor is required or expected in response to work or oral 

comments from a Black or Brown student.
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We will use these scenarios to create vignettes that can be practiced using theatre 

of the oppressed-inspired participatory theater techniques. That is, in the supervised 

teaching methods course, Nives and I will give students an opportunity to identify these 

kinds of scenarios in their own daily teaching and then role play a variety of responses 

as spect-actors. Because so much racialization happens in online and in virtual spaces as 

well, we have also considered scenarios that ask participants to imagine emailing, texting, 

and phone calling.

In the videos we are collecting from field supervisors, we are assembling an array 

of clips that highlight the moves field supervisors make when they encounter White 

educational discourse. We plan to use these clips as a source of training for current field 

supervisors. In addition, we hope to turn this content into vignettes that can be used in 

participatory theater-style experiences for future field supervisors and teacher educators 

in general, including cooperating teachers, who would also benefit from professional 

development.

We have also identified a series of future research topics to investigate through a 

PAR approach. For example, we are interested in continuing our work to investigate the 

impact of more consistent and continuous VSA work among preservice teachers and field 

supervisors. We had only been utilizing this approach for a few months at the time this 

dissertation was written.

We also believe that the role of the cooperating teacher who hosts the preservice 

teacher in the classroom-based field placement is critical. Nives and I have begun 

exploring how to incorporate the cooperating teacher into VSA feedback loops. We would 

like to examine how cooperating teachers and field supervisors can engage in cooperative 

professional learning on implicit bias work and VSA. We are curious about the impact 

this collaboration could have on the development of preservice teachers.
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Conclusion

Through this PAR study, we developed many artifacts to buttress teacher 

educators from becoming unwitting cosigners of and participants in Whiteness. More 

precisely, we created tools and processes for field supervisors and the teacher educators 

who support them to ensure quality training and field-based practices. For example, we 

developed a scope and sequence of professional learning events, a new field supervisor 

job description, an improved lesson observation cycle, a protocol and online platform for 

incorporating video self-analysis, and a working playbook for how to push against the 

dialogic conservatism we now know to expect within the field supervisor and preservice 

teacher lesson observation debrief conversation.

These artifacts make public and clear how teacher educators will work to enact 

social justice. In this way, they serve as stanchions for marking positive efforts, thereby 

constructing a first wall of defense again the kind of conservatism and tyranny of the 

average that can plague organizational efforts towards equity. It is our hope that they 

contain potential guidelines that can inform the work of teacher educators and others 

charged with providing guidance to teachers around issues of equity.

Building a quality teacher education program is hard work, and I recognize that 

my colleagues and our leaders have labored with great purpose and vision. I have been 

supported within the program to investigate its inner workings and offer my critique. 

Critique is supposed to cause dis-ease. I acknowledge that the findings uncovered within 

this project may initially hurt public perceptions of our program or feel like friendly fire 

from a fellow colleague. Let me explain how I sit with that.

While I was engaged in this PAR, Nives and I both read Zora Neale Hurston’s 

novel, Barracoon: The Story of the Last “Black Cargo,” which was published 

posthumously in 2018. The novel tells the story of Cudjo Lewis, who survived the 
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journey on the last human cargo ship from Africa to the U.S., was enslaved in the 

South, and was later emancipated. Preserving and writing in dialect, Hurston’s words 

bear witness to the painful and harrowing life Lewis lived across continents, while also 

exposing the bitter legacy of complicity in which we are all implicated.

In her forward to Hurston’s novel, Alice Walker illuminates that “those who love 

us never leave us alone with our grief. At the moment they show us our wound, they 

reveal they have the medicine” (Hurston, 2018). Walker claims that Hurston’s novel is a 

perfect example of this dynamic and this love.

Nives and I have spoken of Hurston’s ability to gather authentic voices, critically 

analyze social interactions and conditions, and expose hurt and hope simultaneously. It 

is my hope that through this PAR we have built our capacity to come closer to this spirit. 

We present this work—mined from the very findings and critique offered in this PAR 

study—to bring hope about our human capacity as educators to look unflinchingly at the 

wounds, learn from their design and origin, love fiercely in the face of resistance, and 

repair them together.
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